Daily Announcements March 2012 by Wofford College.  Office of Marketing and Communications
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 1, 2012
Date: March 1, 2012 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu




New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Faculty Committees)
TED Conference Live Webcast
Two to Tell Study Abroad Presentations
Today’s Fitness Schedule
Relay for Life Meeting
"America the Beautiful" Screening
Upcoming Events
Careers in Dentistry: A Frank Discussion
Guest Speaker
Wofford Takes Flour Field
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Let the Battle Begin
ATTENTION: Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Spanish Honor Society




Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: What do you know about government access to your DNA, your cellphone, your whereabouts,
and ...everything else? Buzz Scherr, professor of law at the Franklin Pierce Law Center in New
and ...everything else? Buzz Scherr, professor of law at the Franklin Pierce Law Center in New
Hampshire, will discuss the new status of privacy (and the lack thereof) given recent key court cases
and the rise of new technologies.




Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is today from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain Robinson and open to
all.
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch (Topic: Faculty Committees)
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Lunch
Details: The second New Faculty Mentoring Lunch of the spring semester will occur today from 11:30
a.m. until 12:45 p.m. in the Holcombe Room. The topic for the luncheon will be a discussion of Faculty
Committees and the process by which the Committee on Non-Curricular Faculty Concerns (CNCFC)
appoints faculty members to committees; Caleb Arrington, Associate Professor of Chemistry and past-
chair of CNCFC, will be our guest speaker. This lunch series serves as a mentoring program for junior
faculty but any faculty or staff member is welcome to attend. Those who are attending can purchase
lunch from the Faculty and Staff Dining Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a meeting at the




TED Conference Live Webcast 
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room in Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: TODAY from 2 – 10 p.m., AAAS Room will transform into our link to the 2012 TED conference.
Today's Presenters include designer, David Kelley, architect, Liz Diller, and clawhammer banjo player,
Abigail Washburn. To view the full program schedule go to:
http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php. NOTE: times are listed in Pacific time. Add 3
hours to the times listed to convert to Eastern Standard Time. You may purchase dinner from the
Burwell cafeteria and bring your tray to AAAS during Session 9. You may also bring your dinner from
home.
Contact: Dr. Stacey Hettes
Email: hettessr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4659
Two to Tell Study Abroad Presentations
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Come and enjoy this creative competition judged by experienced international travelers. We
Details: Come and enjoy this creative competition judged by experienced international travelers. We
use a fast-paced, exciting format. See your friends present on their experiences overseas using 6
compelling images and a two minute story. Come support your friends, encourage them to win the
competition.




Date/Time: 3/1/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff "ONLY" Fitness @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio




Relay for Life Meeting 
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The Relay Committee will be meeting TODAY at 7 p.m. in Olin Theater. The purpose of this
meeting is to give a relay update, provide relay supplies, share fundraising ideas, and finish with our
letter writing campaign. Everyone in attendance will be provided FREE pizza and drinks. If you are




"America the Beautiful" Screening
Date/Time: 3/1/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Main 122
Cost: Free
Details: In a society where "celebutantes" like Paris Hilton dominate newsstands and models who
weigh less than 90 pounds die from malnutrition, female body image is one of the more dire problems
facing today's society. "America the Beautiful" illuminates the issue by covering every base. Child
models, plastic surgery, celebrity worship, airbrushed advertising, and dangerous cosmetics - no rock is
left unturned. Come and join us for a study break in Main 122 and learn about how you can fight





Careers in Dentistry: A Frank Discussion
Date/Time: 3/2/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Free – Registration Required
Details: Students interested in learning more about careers in dentistry are invited to attend a
presentation by Dr. Tom Novak, a general and cosmetic dentist based in the Ft. Worth, Texas area. Dr.
Novak's talk is a realistic explanation of what it takes to become a dentist, from dental school
admission and financing, to various practice models, to specialization. He will explain the importance of
internships and discuss the six-week in-office opportunity he offers to Wofford students. In addition, two
Wofford students will discuss their path to acceptance into dental school. REGISTER TO ATTEND VIA
EMAIL: dillengerja@wofford.edu. Refreshments will be served. Sponsored by the Pre-Dental Society
and the Center for Professional Excellence.




Date/Time: 3/6/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Guest Speaker: Dr. Natascha Cimoszewicz from Spartanburg Community College and
daughter of the former Polish Prime Minister Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz, will speak on Public
Administration in the former Communist Nations of Eastern Europe. This is part of the speaker series




Wofford Takes Flour Field
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 5:45:00 PM
Location: Campus Drive/Flour Field/Wild Wings
Cost: Free to first 150 students
Details: The WAR (Wofford Athletics & Recreation) Committee is taking the first 150 students, who
sign up, to next week's baseball game between Wofford and Presbyterian College at Flour Field in
Greenville. Campus Union and WAR have decided to fund up to 150 free student tickets to the game,
buses to and from Greenville, and free Wild Wings in Greenville after the game. We want to show our
baseball team that we support them. In order to put your name on the list you must email the account
"warevents1@gmail.com" and tell us that you want to go. All buses for Greenville will leave campus at





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Let the Battle Begin
Details: The Fun Funds Committee is offering a unique opportunity this year to ANY Wofford musical
act with the Wofford's first ever BATTLE OF THE BANDS event on Thursday, March 15. The winning
act gets to perform at the Spring Concert on Saturday, May 5! Email the committee by Friday, March 9,
with the names of all band/group members and genre of music to sign up for the contest. At least one
member of the group must be a Wofford student--this is NOT open to outside artists. Acts must provide





ATTENTION: Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Details: The 2013 Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship application process is now
accepting applications! US Medical Supplies, in Raleigh, NC, a top online retailer of medical supplies
and mobility aids such as life chairs, mobility scooters, stair lifts, and wheelchair lifts, is excited to bring
back the Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship! As an industry leader, US Medical Supplies
recognizes the importance of education and the incredible potential of tomorrow's medical
professionals, and rewards this scholarship to a student every year. The Medical Professionals of
Tomorrow Scholarship is available to full-time college students who are pursuing a course of study in a
medical field, including those studying to become a doctor, nurse, physical therapist, anesthesiologist,
radiologist, and all those who are pursuing other medical fields! One applicant will be selected, out of
the many, to receive this $5,000 scholarship award. With this award, US Medical Supplies hopes to
contribute to the future of the medical field by offering the winning student financial assistance to help
cover the expenses of tuition and books. To receive this scholarship each applicant must answer the
following question in 500 words or more: What person and/or event inspired you to pursue a career in a
medical field, and how do you plan on capitalizing upon this experience in your field? You must also
meet the following requirements: • You must be enrolled in an accredited two-year, four-year school, or
a graduate program in the United States. • Must have one year of college experience. • You must be
enrolled as a full-time student. • You must be enrolled in an educational program that is related to the
medical field. • You must be a legal resident of the United States. • You must complete the application
and submit your response to the essay question by December 31st, 2012. • Your response to the essay
question must be at least 500 words in length. • You must like us on Facebook. For complete





Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Details: The latest issue of the OG&B has been distributed around campus. Read about the new
Multicultural Affairs Director, Kendra Stewart, the upcoming Relay for Life event, Cribb's Kitchen's new
Starving Student Saturday discounts, view the picture of the week, and complete the crossword.






Details: During Interim an announcement went out to prospective members of Sigma Delta Pi, the
Spanish Honor Society. Several students applied, and they are being considered for membership.
There are also several students returning from study abroad who may qualify as well. If you have at
least a 3.35 GPA overall, a "B" or better average in your Spanish courses--including one at the 300
level, and a strong interest in the peoples and culture of the Spanish-speaking world, please email




VERY IMPORTANT REMINDER from the WOFFORD FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is March 15! You may complete the FAFSA online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov. Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in completing the
FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at finaid@Wofford.edu or 864-597-4160.




Lost: Keith in the post office has misplaced his portable scanner. If you find it, please contact the post





Lost: My flag was stolen Fri/Sat this weekend inside the locked gate at the back of Black Science
Annex outside my office! This time the flag was the historic “Join or Die” serpent that Ben Franklin
coined when the southern states were threatening succession. Again the flag and pole are gone.
Whoever “finds” it please return to Campus Safety…NO QUESTIONS ASKED. Thank you!




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Lane, Janella M LaneJM@wofford.edu
Subject: Baseball game moved to tonight
Date: March 1, 2012 at 10:17 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
The Wofford baseball game vs. Albany original slated for Friday afternoon at 4:00 will now be
played TONIGHT at 6:00 pm at Russell C. King Field to avoid rain in the forecast on Friday
evening.
 
Admission for the general public will be free to tonight’s game.
 
The Terriers will be back on the diamond Saturday at 2:00 to face Air Force for a doubleheader
followed by a single game against Valparaiso Sunday at 1:00.
 
Lenny Mathis
Assistant Athletic Director – Marketing & Promotions
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303
P   864.597.4110      F   864.597.4129
mathisld@wofford.edu
Facebook: Wofford Terriers   Twitter: @WoffordTerriers
LET’S GO.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 2, 2012
Date: March 2, 2012 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 02, 2012
Today's Events
TED Conference Live Webcast
FIFA Friday
Careers in Dentistry: A Frank Discussion




Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
ATTENTION: Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Thank You for Your Support
Today's Events
TED Conference Live Webcast 
Date/Time: 3/2/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room in Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: TODAY from 11:30 a.m. – 4 p.m. AAAS Room will transform into our link to the 2012 TED
conference. Today's Presenters include sexuality educator, Al Vernacchio, vulnerability researcher,
Brene Brown, and dance troupe, the Black Label Movement. To view the full program schedule go to:
http://conferences.ted.com/TED2012/program/guide.php. NOTE: times are listed in Pacific Time. Add 3
hours to the times listed to convert to Eastern Standard Time. You may purchase lunch from and bring
your tray to AAAS during Session 11. You may also bring your lunch from home.





Date/Time: 3/2/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Library Sandbox
Cost: Free
Details: Will Chelsea continue to dominate in FIFA 11 (unlike real life)? Will they fire Villas-Boas? Can
you believe USA beat Italy? Come play video games in the Library Sandbox. We'll have a Playstation 3





Careers in Dentistry: A Frank Discussion
Date/Time: 3/2/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Registration Required
Details: Students interested in learning more about careers in dentistry are invited to attend a
presentation by Dr. Tom Novak, a general and cosmetic dentist based in the Ft. Worth, Texas area. Dr.
Novak's talk is a realistic explanation of what it takes to become a dentist, from dental school
admission and financing, to various practice models, to specialization. He will explain the importance of
internships and discuss the six-week in-office opportunity he offers to Wofford students. In addition, two
Wofford students will discuss their path to acceptance into dental school. REGISTER TO ATTEND VIA
EMAIL: dillengerja@wofford.edu. Refreshments will be served. Sponsored by the Pre-Dental Society




"Friday Fitness @ 5:00" Tripleheader
Date/Time: 3/2/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 3/4/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Catholic Mass for the second Sunday of Lent will be celebrated at the usual time, 5 p.m., in
Mickel Chapel, this Sunday, March 4. It is anticipated that those who would like to watch or listen to the





Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: Wofford Dining Services is conducting a survey to better
understand your campus lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable
insight to help improve your overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes
and your responses are confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-
survey.com/wofford. If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser




ATTENTION: Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Details: The 2013 Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship application process is now
accepting applications! US Medical Supplies, in Raleigh, NC, a top online retailer of medical supplies
and mobility aids such as life chairs, mobility scooters, stair lifts, and wheelchair lifts, is excited to bring
back the Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship! As an industry leader, US Medical Supplies
recognizes the importance of education and the incredible potential of tomorrow's medical
professionals, and rewards this scholarship to a student every year. The Medical Professionals of
Tomorrow Scholarship is available to full-time college students who are pursuing a course of study in a
medical field, including those studying to become a doctor, nurse, physical therapist, anesthesiologist,
radiologist, and all those who are pursuing other medical fields! One applicant will be selected, out of
the many, to receive this $5,000 scholarship award. With this award, US Medical Supplies hopes to
contribute to the future of the medical field by offering the winning student financial assistance to help
cover the expenses of tuition and books. To receive this scholarship each applicant must answer the
following question in 500 words or more: What person and/or event inspired you to pursue a career in a
medical field, and how do you plan on capitalizing upon this experience in your field? You must also
meet the following requirements: • You must be enrolled in an accredited two-year, four-year school, or
a graduate program in the United States. • Must have one year of college experience. • You must be
enrolled as a full-time student. • You must be enrolled in an educational program that is related to the
medical field. • You must be a legal resident of the United States. • You must complete the application
and submit your response to the essay question by December 31st, 2012. • Your response to the essay
question must be at least 500 words in length. • You must like us on Facebook. For complete





Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is March 15! You may complete the FAFSA online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov. Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in completing the
FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at finaid@Wofford.edu or 864-597-4160.




Thank You for Your Support
Details: Thank you for supporting Taco Dog's Donate Your Discount Day this past Tuesday. Together




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 5, 2012
Date: March 5, 2012 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 05, 2012
Today's Events
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple Header Tonight




Bestselling Author Bret Lott
Free Practice LSAT
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Let the Battle Begin
latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office




"Fitness @ 5:30" Quadruple Header Tonight
Date/Time: 3/5/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Sweat'N In the Spirit
Date/Time: 3/5/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 3/6/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. James Bednar, Philosophy ‘Fear, Hope, and Impurely Epistemic Goals’ In 'The Will to
Believe' William James claims one’s passional nature determines one’s attitude toward epistemic risk:
privileging belief in truths is an expression of preponderate hope; privileging disbelief in falsehoods is
an expression of preponderate fear. While James’s observations regarding the operation of fear and
hope in this regard are psychologically astute, the question remains as to whether (to borrow from
James in a different context) we should endorse these psychological tendencies or treat them as
weaknesses of our nature from which we must free ourselves if we can. James holds the former view;





Date/Time: 3/6/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free Admission
Details: Chamber Music Concert featuring Blair String Quartet from Vanderbilt University.
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: Leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4596
Bestselling Author Bret Lott
Date/Time: 3/6/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Bret Lott, the author of 13 books, including the just-published novel, DEAD LOW TIDE, will









Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: Wofford Dining Services is conducting a survey to better
understand your campus lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable
insight to help improve your overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes
and your responses are confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-
survey.com/wofford. If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser




Let the Battle Begin
Details: The Fun Funds Committee is offering a unique opportunity this year to ANY Wofford musical
act with the Wofford's first ever BATTLE OF THE BANDS event on Thursday, March 15. The winning
act gets to perform at the Spring Concert on Saturday, May 5! Email the committee by Friday, March 9,
with the names of all band/group members and genre of music to sign up for the contest. At least one
member of the group must be a Wofford student--this is NOT open to outside artists. Acts must provide





Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Details: The latest issue of the OG&B has been distributed around campus. Read about the new
Multicultural Affairs Director, Kendra Stewart, the upcoming Relay for Life event, Cribb's Kitchen's new
Starving Student Saturday discounts, view the picture of the week, and complete the crossword.





Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is March 15! You may complete the FAFSA online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov. Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in completing the
FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at finaid@Wofford.edu or 864-597-4160.
Contact: Financial Aid 
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Winners of Two to Tell
Details: We had a record number of participants and audience members at Thursday's Two to Tell
competition. Congratulations to the winners! They are as follows: First Prize ($500): Zach Beaver, “No
Shave New Zealand”; Second Prize ($250): Chip Bowman, “The Prince of Chile”; Third Prize ($100):
Sarah Grace Keaveny, “Espero que te vaya bien.” For information on the competition, please see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/twoToTell/. Start preparing your story for next year!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Girl Scout Cookies 
Details: Kappa Delta will be helping the Girl Scouts sell cookies during dinner at Burwell from 5 to 7
p.m. Cookies are $4.00 a box so make sure you bring cash! 








For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 6, 2012
Date: March 6, 2012 at 8:46 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 06, 2012
Today's Events
Room to Read Interest Meeting TODAY
MUSC Dental School Representative
Public Administration in the Former Communist Nations of Eastern Europe
Faculty Talk
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Chamber Music Series
Bestselling Author Bret Lott
Upcoming Events
Free Practice LSAT
Photography Club Interest Meeting
What's YOUR Perception of Wofford?
Accounting/Business Majors! IMA Speaker at Wofford. Dinner Provided
Announcements
Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Pray For Japan: Documentary Honoring the Anniversary of the Tsunami in Japan
Winners of Two to Tell
Spring Career Week is March 12-16
AMS Wofford World Leaders Speaker
 
Today's Events
Room to Read Interest Meeting TODAY
Date/Time: 3/6/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Phase V Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in helping with the Room to Read chapter at Wofford come to the





MUSC Dental School Representative 
Date/Time: 3/6/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Bring your own lunch and come to AAAS to talk to Mrs. Veronica Mack. She is here as a
representative from MUSC Dental School, to talk to us about their school, and the application process.
If you have any questions please contact me. 
Contact: Irene Halkias 
Email: halkiasim@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-561-2728
Public Administration in the Former Communist Nations of Eastern Europe
Date/Time: 3/6/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Guest Speaker: Dr. Natascha Cimoszewicz from Spartanburg Community College and
daughter of the former Polish Prime Minister Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz, will speak on Public
Administration in the former Communist Nations of Eastern Europe. This is part of the speaker series





Date/Time: 3/6/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. James Bednar, Philosophy ‘Fear, Hope, and Impurely Epistemic Goals’ In The Will to
Believe William James claims one’s passional nature determines one’s attitude toward epistemic risk:
privileging belief in truths is an expression of preponderate hope; privileging disbelief in falsehoods is
an expression of preponderate fear. While James’s observations regarding the operation of fear and
hope in this regard are psychologically astute, the question remains as to whether (to borrow from
James in a different context) we should endorse these psychological tendencies or treat them as
weaknesses of our nature from which we must free ourselves if we can. James holds the former view;




Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/6/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty/Staff "ONLY" @ 11:30AM, Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @





Date/Time: 3/6/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free Admission
Details: Chamber Music Concert featuring Blair String Quartet from Vanderbilt University.
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: Leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4596
Bestselling Author Bret Lott
Date/Time: 3/6/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Bret Lott, the author of 13 books, including the just-published novel, DEAD LOW TIDE, will






Date/Time: 3/7/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email




Photography Club Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: SI Room in The Center for Professional Development in Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in photography? Come out to the Photography Club interest meeting! It doesn’t
matter how much experience you have or what kind of camera you own; all you need is a passion for
photography. The meeting will only last about 30 minutes and we will discuss goals for the club and




What's YOUR perception of Wofford?
Date/Time: 3/9/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Success Initiative Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: 
Details: Faculty, staff, and students are invited to attend one of two brief (30 minutes or less)
information sessions regarding an upcoming survey to discover how Wofford is perceived by students,
information sessions regarding an upcoming survey to discover how Wofford is perceived by students,
alumni, faculty, staff, parents and others. Come find out what the survey covers, how and when it will
be administered, and why it's important for you and for Wofford's future. Both sessions will take place
on Friday, March 9 in the Success Initiative Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Building. Session 1: 9-9:30 a.m. Session 2: 4-4:30 p.m.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Accounting/Business Majors! IMA Speaker at Wofford. Dinner Provided
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in a career in accounting/management/consulting? Like free food? 90% of
accounting graduates go into the private sector, IMA is a MUST for accounting and business students!
IMA has chapters all over the country and it is an international organization! Wofford has two executive
speakers from the Spartanburg Area Chapter of the Institute of Managerial Accountants (IMA) who are
going to talk about continuing education, networking, certification (CMA), and other reasons you need
to belong to IMA to give you a leg up on the competition! 




Latest Issue of the OG&B around Campus
Details: The latest issue of the OG&B has been distributed around campus. Read about the new
Multicultural Affairs Director, Kendra Stewart, the upcoming Relay for Life event, Cribb's Kitchen's new
Starving Student Saturday discounts, view the picture of the week, and complete the crossword.





Pray for Japan: Documentary Honoring the Anniversary of the Tsunami in Japan
Details: The one year anniversary of the biggest earthquake in modern Japanese history is on March
11. The “Pray for Japan” documentary premiers in Atlanta at a special charity event screening on
March 14. Departing from Wofford at 3:30 p.m. $10 for gas is provided. For further information on the
event, see http://prayforjapan-film.org/events/atlanta-ga-premiere. Those interested in attending the





Winners of Two to Tell
Details: We had a record number of participants and audience members at Thursday's Two to Tell
competition. Congratulations to the winners! They are as follows: First Prize ($500): Zach Beaver, “No
competition. Congratulations to the winners! They are as follows: First Prize ($500): Zach Beaver, “No
Shave New Zealand”; Second Prize ($250): Chip Bowman, “The Prince of Chile”; Third Prize ($100):
Sarah Grace Keaveny, “Espero que te vaya bien.” For information on the competition, please see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/twoToTell/. Start preparing your story for next year!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Spring Career Week is March 12-16
Details: The Career Services Office is hosting Spring Career Week on March 12-16. Make your plans
now to attend one of several workshops, luncheons or dinners devoted to helping you plan for your
professional life after Wofford. One of the week's many highlights will include a screening of "The
Dream Share Project," an independent documentary created by two recent college graduates that
chronicles their cross-country trip as they explore how successful people chased their dreams. For a




AMS Wofford World Leaders Speaker
Details: Ms. Jil Littlejohn - '01 Wofford Alumna, CEO/Executive Director of YWCA Greenville, and
Greenville Councilwoman - will be speaking and sharing some encouraging words on her experiences
while at Wofford and after. Please join AMS in welcoming Ms. Littlejohn at 7 p.m., in Phase V, Room




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Presidential Scholarship changes
Date: March 6, 2012 at 10:57 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:  The Wofford Community
Re:  The Presidential International Scholarship
 
In keeping with changes both at Wofford and in the world, we are announcing changes in the
Presidential International Scholarship beginning in the 2012-2013 academic year.
 
Each spring, the college will designate three (3) students, generally rising seniors, as Presidential
Scholars.  The duration of the scholarships will be approximately five (5) months, including the
fall semester (for which 12 credit hours will be awarded) and the following interim term (for
which four (4) credit hours will be awarded).  Students will return for spring semester and receive
their degrees with other members of their graduating class.
 
The scholarship is designed as an opportunity to study the language and culture of one of the
world’s most influential nations—Brazil, Russia, India, China, Turkey, and South Africa—
focusing on a topic of the student’s own choosing.  The 21 weeks of the scholarship will generally
be divided up as follows:  12 weeks in the home country and at least 3 weeks each in 3 additional
countries that relate to the home country in some significant way—economic, cultural, or
political.  The initial 12 weeks will be under the auspices of SIT or another study-abroad program
providing contacts, cultural immersion, and language instruction as needed.  The management of
the remaining nine weeks will be the Scholar’s own responsibility, though the college and other
supporting organizations will provide as much assistance as is wanted or needed. 
 
The particular emphasis of each Scholar’s research should be carefully crafted in consultation with
his or her chosen faculty mentor and refined during the summer before departure.  Deliverables
will include essays and other scholarly and/or creative work as determined by the mentor and
approved by the President and the faculty.  The distribution of academic credits will depend on the
emphasis of each Scholar’s project.
 
For the 2012-2013 academic year, up to three (3) scholarships will be awarded for study focused
on Brazil, South Africa, or China.  Students are invited to apply by submitting tentative project
descriptions and itineraries to be subsequently refined in consultation with prospective faculty
mentors.  Interviews will be conducted by the President of the college, who will select the three
Scholars.  The scholarship will provide all airfare as well as a stipend for out-of-pocket expenses. 
As with other study-abroad courses of study, students will be permitted to transfer their Wofford
tuition payments to the costs of the Presidential Scholarship.
 
Applications should be submitted to the President’s Office by March 23.  Winners will be
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From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 7, 2012
Date: March 7, 2012 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 07, 2012
Today's Events
World Film Series, "The hedgehog (Le hérisson)"
Wednesday "Fitness @ 5:30" Schedule Change
Free Practice LSAT
World Film Series, "The hedgehog (Le hérisson)"
Upcoming Events
Holy Communion
Take Action Against Poverty
Wofford Takes Fluor Field (Terrier Baseball Game in Greenville)
Miss Representation Film Screening and Discussion
Kappa Delta's Shamrock 'N' Run
Equestrian Club: Group Trail Ride
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Let the Battle Begin
Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
RPM Interest Meeting
March Madness Stock Challenge
 
Today's Events
World Film Series, "The hedgehog (Le hérisson)”
Date/Time: 3/7/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Mona Achache France, 2009; 100 minutes. In French (some dialogue in Japanese)
with English subtitles. A moving story about love, life, and the beauty of unexpected friendships. Renée
with English subtitles. A moving story about love, life, and the beauty of unexpected friendships. Renée
is the concierge of a grand Parisian apartment building, who meets with society’s expectations of what
a concierge should be: reliable though totally uncultured. But beneath this façade lies the real Renée:
passionate about culture and the arts, and more knowledgeable in many ways than her employers,
with their outwardly successful but emotionally void lives. Meanwhile, several floors up, eleven-year-old
Paloma Josse is determined to avoid the pampered and vacuous future laid out for her, and in an effort
to show how absurd her life is decides to film the people around her. But unknown to them both, a





Wednesday "Fitness @ 5:30" Schedule Chance
Date/Time: 3/7/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 5:30, Ab-Lab @ 6:00, Pilates @ 6:15, Arabic Belly-Dancing @ 7:00.





Date/Time: 3/7/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Anna Henson at




World Film Series, "The hedgehog (Le hérisson)”
Date/Time: 3/7/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Mona Achache France, 2009; 100 minutes. In French (some dialogue in Japanese)
with English subtitles. A moving story about love, life, and the beauty of unexpected friendships. Renée
is the concierge of a grand Parisian apartment building, who meets with society’s expectations of what
a concierge should be: reliable though totally uncultured. But beneath this façade lies the real Renée:
passionate about culture and the arts, and more knowledgeable in many ways than her employers,
with their outwardly successful but emotionally void lives. Meanwhile, several floors up, eleven-year-old
Paloma Josse is determined to avoid the pampered and vacuous future laid out for her, and in an effort
to show how absurd her life is decides to film the people around her. But unknown to them both, a







Date/Time: 3/8/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is this Thursday, March 8, from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain
Robinson and open to all.
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Take Action Against Poverty
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Building 219
Cost: Free
Details: Take Action against Poverty! The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting on March
8 to take action on reducing poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we’ll get an update from RESULTS staff
on the latest actions in Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of





Wofford Takes Fluor Field (Terrier Baseball Game in Greenville)
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 5:45:00 PM
Location: Fluor Field (Greenville)/Front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: FREE Baseball game! FREE Bus Ride to Fluor Field (Greenville)! FREE Wild Wings!
SUPPORT our Terrier Baseball Team! EMAIL WARevents1@gmail.com to reserve your spot. (First 150
students get everything FREE). WAR(Wofford Athletics and Recreation) and Campus Union have
rented three buses to take students to the baseball game between Wofford and PC at Fluor Field in
Greenville. WAR has provided free tickets to the game for up to the first 150 students who sign up.
Also, following the game, we will all enjoy a free buffet at Wild Wings in Greenville. So let's pack Fluor




Miss Representation Film Screening and Discussion
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Explore how the media’s misrepresentations of women have led to the underrepresentation of




Kappa Delta's Shamrock 'N' Run
Date/Time: 3/10/2012 10:00:00 AM
Location: Duncan Park
Cost: $15
Details: Sign Up for Wofford Kappa Delta's 3rd Annual Shamrock 'N' Run! This event is a 5k run/walk,
and the money raised goes toward Prevent Child Abuse America. The race will be held at Duncan Park
this Saturday, March 10. Registration begins at 9 a.m. in the morning, and the race starts at 10 a.m.
There will be tables in Burwell and Zach's during lunch to help you sign up! $15 includes a T-shirt and
Chick-fil-a biscuit! Registration link is: http://shamrocknrun2012.eventbrite.com/. If you cannot attend,
Donations are welcome! Checks can be made out to Kappa Delta, and be put in my mailbox (Lillie




Equestrian Club: Group Trail Ride
Date/Time: 3/10/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Cannon Equine Instruction
Cost: $20
Details: Join the Equestrian Club on a group trail ride this Saturday at 4 p.m.! All experience levels are
welcome, including beginners and those riding for the first time. There are up to 5 spots still available.





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: Wofford Dining Services is conducting a survey to better
understand your campus lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable
insight to help improve your overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes
and your responses are confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-
survey.com/wofford. If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser





Let the Battle Begin
Details: The Fun Funds Committee is offering a unique opportunity this year to ANY Wofford musical
act with the Wofford's first ever BATTLE OF THE BANDS event on Thursday, March 15. The winning
act gets to perform at the Spring Concert on Saturday, May 5! Email the committee by Friday, March 9
with the names of all band/group members and genre of music to sign up for the contest. At least one
member of the group must be a Wofford student--this is NOT open to outside artists. Acts must provide





Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is March 15! You may complete the FAFSA online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov. Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in completing the
FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at finaid@Wofford.edu or 864-597-4160.




Details: On Thursday, March 8, at 11 a.m., we will hold an Interest Meeting in McMillan Theater for
those who are interested in being an RPM for fall 2012. Please join us to learn more about making a
difference in the lives of first year students. 
Contact: Dean Elizabeth Wallace
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
March Madness Stock Challenge
Details: Would you like to acquire some investment knowledge without the risk and have a chance to
win $300? Here is your chance! The James Fund is sponsoring a free campus-wide March Madness
Stock Challenge. To enter, sign-up at some point today March 7 or tomorrow March 8 during lunch at





Found: Found in Olin Building: 1 woman's watch 1 men's jacket Come by Olin 102 to identify and





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 8, 2012
Date: March 8, 2012 at 8:51 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Photography Club Interest Meeting
Take Action Against Poverty
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Miss Representation Film Screening and Discussion
Upcoming Events
What's YOUR Perception of Wofford?
FIFA Friday
"Science and Liberal Education"
Southern Teachers Agency Interviews
The DeBusk College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Osteopathic Medicine Awareness Conference
and Open House Event
Announcements
Let the Battle Begin
March Madness Stock Challenge
Savannah River Nuclear Solutions Internship Opportunities
EHS Summer Housing in New York City
'Hunger Games': HJ Reporter needs Interviewees




Date/Time: 3/8/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is today from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain Robinson and open to
all.




Date/Time: 3/8/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Today at 11 a.m., we will hold an Interest Meeting in McMillan Theater for those who are
interested in being an RPM for Fall 2012. Please join us to learn more about making a difference in the
lives of first year students. 
Contact: Dean Elizabeth Wallace
Email: fostertm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Photography Club Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: SI Room in The Center for Professional Development in Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in photography? Come out to the Photography Club interest meeting! It doesn’t
matter how much experience you have or what kind of camera, all you need is a passion for
photography. The meeting will only last about 30 minutes and we will discuss goals for the club and




Take Action against Poverty
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Building, Room 219
Cost: Free
Details: Take Action against Poverty! The Wofford chapter of RESULTS is hosting a meeting today to
take action on reducing poverty in the U.S. At the meeting, we’ll get an update from RESULTS staff on
the latest actions in Congress on poverty reduction and then write letters urging our members of





Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: "Faculty/Staff Only" @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @




Miss Representation Film Screening and Discussion
Date/Time: 3/8/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Explore how the media’s misrepresentations of women have led to the underrepresentation of





What's YOUR Perception of Wofford?
Date/Time: 3/9/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: Success Initiative Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty, staff, and students are invited to attend one of two brief (30 minutes or less)
information sessions regarding an upcoming survey to discover how Wofford is perceived by students,
alumni, faculty, staff, parents and others. Come find out what the survey covers, how and when it will
be administered, and why it's important for you and for Wofford's future. Both sessions will take place
on Friday, March 9 in the Success Initiative Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Building. Session 1: 9-9:30 a.m. Session 2: 4-4:30 p.m.




Date/Time: 3/9/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Library Sandbox
Cost: Free
Details: Come play FIFA on our PlayStation 3 or just come chat about soccer. Who is the best
goalkeeper in the Premier League? What's going to happen at EURO 2012 this summer? Who'll be




"Science and Liberal Education"
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Harvey C. Mansfield, the William R. Kenan, Jr. Prof. of Government at Harvard University,
will speak on March 13, at 4 p.m. in the Olin Teaching Theater. His topic will be "Science and Liberal




Southern Teachers Agency Interviews
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 12:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Southern Teachers Agency works with hundreds of schools around the south. Students
interested in careers as teachers, counselors, coaches, and administrators in private and independent
schools in the south should submit their resume via TerrierLink by March 16. Math, science, language
majors are strongly encouraged to apply. Certification is not required for most middle and high school




The DeBusk College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Osteopathic Medicine Awareness Conference
and Open House Event
Date/Time: 4/14/2012 9:30:00 AM
Location: Lincoln Memorial University in Harrogate, Tennessee
Details: Learn about osteopathic medicine, witness OMM demonstrations, and see their state-of-the-
art facilities. To register for the event, RSVP at www.lmunet.edu/dcom/omac. Upon registering, you will





Let the Battle Begin
Details: The Fun Funds Committee is offering a unique opportunity this year to ANY Wofford musical
act with the Wofford's first ever BATTLE OF THE BANDS event on Thursday, March 15. The winning
act gets to perform at the Spring Concert on Saturday, May 5th! Email the committee by Friday, March
9 with the names of all band/group members and genre of music to sign up for the contest. At least one
member of the group must be a Wofford student--this is NOT open to outside artists. Acts must provide





March Madness Stock Challenge
Details: Would you like to acquire some investment knowledge without the risk and have a chance to
win $300? Here is your chance! The James Fund is sponsoring a free campus-wide March Madness





Savannah River Nuclear Solutions Internship Opportunities
Details: SRNS (Savannah River Nuclear Solutions) is the largest government contractor at the
Savannah River site. Information about the many different types of SRNS internships and other job
positions can be found at www.savannahrivernuclearsolutions.com under Careers > Workforce
Services > Opportunities for Students. The direct link is:
Services > Opportunities for Students. The direct link is:
https://sjobs.brassring.com/1033/ASP/TG/cim_home.asp?partnerid=25264&siteid=5439. Students
interested in areas ranging from Engineering and Environmental Science to Business Administration,




EHS Summer Housing in New York City
Details: If you already have an internship in NYC for the summer, Educational Housing Services offers
great summer housing for college students like you. EHS provides fully furnished rooms with TV's and
private bathrooms, free high-speed internet, cable, and national calling, an on-site fitness center,
laundry facilities, lounges, and kitchens as well as 24 hour security. For more information, visit




'Hunger Games': HJ Reporter Needs Interviewees
Details: Dustin Wyatt, a reporter for the Spartanburg Herald-Journal, is working on a story about the
upcoming movie "Hunger Games." He understands that a lot of people are excited about the release,
and some people are even planning to dress up in costumes when they go to the theater. Dustin would
like to contact some people - students, faculty or staff - who are "die-hard" fans of "Hunger Games." If
you are one of those fans and would be interested in being part of his story, please contact Dustin
directly at dustin.wyatt@shj.com, or you may contact Laura Corbin, director of news services, and she




Success Initiative is Accepting Applications
Details: First year, sophomore, and junior students are invited to apply to join the Success Initiative, a
program of the Center for Professional Excellence that teaches innovation and creative problem solving
through project based experience. SI is multi-layered, challenging, and life-changing. It also carries a
scholarship award of $5,000 per year. If you're interested in learning more about the program and
whether it's right for you, please visit wofford.edu/center/successinitiative/SICurrentWoffordStudents/.




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: 2012 Housing Lottery Information
Date: March 9, 2012 at 9:14 AM




(Note to students: Please do not reply to this email.  If you have any
questions, please email Ms. Lindsay Jones at jonesLG@wofford.edu.)
 
To:          All 2011-2012 Wofford College Resident Students
From:    Lindsay Jones, Assistant Director of Residence Life
Date:     March 9, 2012
RE:          2012 Housing Lottery Information
 
2012 Housing Lottery:
The 2012 Housing Lottery will be conducted online. Students who have paid their $300 housing
deposit by the March 15th deadline and who are in good standing with the College will be
assigned a randomly generated lottery number by the IT Department. Students not submitting their
housing deposit by March 15th may not participate in the lottery.  They may be added to a list of
students to be assigned housing at a later date. 
 
Student Classifications:
Individual lottery numbers will be assigned randomly by the computer according to credit hours,
and students with
90 or more hours earned as of May 18, 2012 will be considered rising seniors;
60-89 hours earned as of May 18, 2012 will be considered rising juniors; and
59 or fewer hours earned as of May 18, 2012 will be considered rising sophomores.
 
Students are classified according to official records maintained by the Registrar’s Office. If there
are any questions about your hours, please contact the Registrar’s Office before March 15, 2012. 
 
During the online Housing Lottery, students will be able to rank the residence halls in which they
would like to live next fall in order of their preference. Students will be able to specify roommates,
and also have the option of specifying suitemates and apartment-mates if desired.  Each eligible
roommate pair or suitemate group will be assigned a final group lottery number according to the
average of their individual lottery numbers. Housing will be assigned in order of the final lottery
numbers, from lowest to highest.
 
How does the Housing Lottery work?
 
There are several stages to the lottery.  First, All eligible students will receive an email prior to the
Lottery containing a PIN.  From March 21st through March 28th, one student from each roommate
pair or suitemate group must log in to the Lottery website with his or her PIN.  This student must
have the PINs and summer contact telephone numbers for every member of the group in order to
proceed.  At this time, the student will register the roommate pair or suitemate groups.  These
pairings will be used to generate the group’s final lottery number. Students will not be able to








The second stage of the lottery is when students register their housing preferences, and this will be
between April 10th and April 18th. Each roommate pair or suitemate group will receive an email
confirming their housing preference sign-up date. This date will be based on the group’s final
lottery number. The first time for students to sign up will be between noon on April 10th and noon
on April 11th. The second time slot will occur between noon on April 12th and noon on April
13th. The third and final housing sign up will be between noon on April 17th and noon on April
18th. Within each of these time slots, housing will be assigned in order of the final lottery
numbers. Submission time has no effect on placement.
 
Once a housing area has been filled, it will not appear as an option.  For example, if the top one-
third of students fills up the Village apartments, the Village will not appear as an option for the
students signing up on the second day.  Housing assignments will be emailed to each group the
day after they have signed up.
 









Additionally, within DuPré, Shipp, Carlisle, Wightman, and Lesesne, groups will be asked to
specify their preferred floor. Groups will be placed in their preferred building by order of their
final, averaged Lottery number. If a group’s first preference is unavailable, their second preference
will be used, and so on.  Within non-suite-style buildings (Shipp, DuPré) every attempt will be
made to place students entering the Lottery in groups of four together or near each other, but no
guarantees can be made.  Within suite-style buildings (Carlisle, Wightman, Lesesne) students
entering the Lottery in groups of two will not penalized, but will be assigned to a suite with
another roommate pair. (These assignments may not be changed once they have been made.)
 
Please note that due to the increased size of the incoming class, first-year students will again be
placed throughout Carlisle Hall. Therefore, Carlisle Hall will continue to be designated a dry
residence hall, as Marsh and Greene Halls. 
 
The Wofford Village:
Each house in the Village will contain between one and four apartments, with each apartment
housing four students. Apartments located within the same house do not share any common
facilities or entrances, and are considered separate units within the Lottery.  First preference for
the Village apartments will be given to groups of four rising seniors. 
 
Are single rooms available in the Housing Lottery?
Students wishing to apply for a single room must contact Ms. Lindsay Jones
(jonesLG@wofford.edu)  in the Office of Residence Life by Friday, March 23rd.  All single rooms
(jonesLG@wofford.edu)  in the Office of Residence Life by Friday, March 23rd.  All single rooms
are located in Shipp and DuPré Halls, and cost an additional $1,500 per year. Single rooms are not
placed in the Lottery; rather they are allocated on a first-come, first-served basis. Students who are
not placed in a single room and participate in the Housing Lottery without a roommate will be
placed with other individual participants and assigned housing based on the average of their
Lottery numbers. No changes to these pairs will be granted until September 20th, 2012.
 
What is the process for special needs housing?
The Office of Residence Life assigns rooms in each residence hall to students with special
physical, emotional, or academic needs.  Students with special needs must provide documentation
from a physician to Dean Beth Wallace in Health Services prior to Friday, March 18.   Details





Students without a roommates and suitemates will be assigned suites and apartments with
other students by the Office of Residence Life.
 
 
Other Important Information: 
 
Academic Status:
Students who are academically excluded from the College at the close of the 2011-2012 academic
year will automatically lose their housing assignments. If reinstated by August, these students
will be assigned housing by the Assistant Director of Residence Life on a space-available basis.
 
Study Abroad:
Students who are currently participating in a study abroad program and who will be living on
campus during the fall semester must provide their PIN number to their roommate or suitemates to
sign up for housing. If a roommate or suitemate is unable to contact the person who is abroad, they
may contact Ms. Jones in the Office of Residence Life to review the student’s proxy form and
receive that student’s PIN number.
 
Students who will be participating in a study abroad program during the fall semester should not
participate in the Housing Lottery. The Office of Residence Life will receive a list of all students
studying abroad prior to the Lottery, and these students will not be able to participate. These
students should still pay the $300 housing deposit in order to study abroad and pre-register for fall
classes. A Study Abroad Proxy form will be provided to each of these students through campus
mail.
 
Applications to Live Off Campus
Students who wish to apply for off-campus residency must submit an application to Dean Brian
Lemere, the Director of Residence Life by Friday, March 23rd.  Applications are available on the
Residence Life website. Students who are granted permission to live off-campus will not
participate in the 2012 Housing Lottery.
 
Students not submitting their housing deposit by March 15th will not be guaranteed housing for
the fall semester.  Students who are eligible for a waiver for the deposit should confirm this with a
member of the Financial Aid staff.  Questions regarding receipt of a housing deposit should be
directed to the Business Office.  Questions regarding the Housing Lottery should be directed to
directed to the Business Office.  Questions regarding the Housing Lottery should be directed to
Ms. Jones, the Assistant Director of Residence Life at jonesLG@wofford.edu.
 
Students:  Please remember that Wofford College reserves the right of final approval of all
room and residence hall assignments. Also, Wofford College reserves the right to move a
student from one room or residence hall to another during the year.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM COACH INTERDONATO: Thank you!
Date: March 9, 2012 at 1:12 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To The Wofford Community,
 
On behalf of the entire Wofford Baseball program we would like to thank all of you who
made your way to Fluor Field last night in Greenville, SC. It was a special occasion for our
players, which was made even more so by the wonderful support we had from our campus
as a whole. It never ceases to amaze me the sense of community we have here at Wofford.
 
Our impeccable academic reputation can be seen in many different forums on paper and in
statistics. However, our intimate support of each other can only be felt by occasions such as
last night and our program is truly grateful for it applying to our event last night 35 miles
from campus.
 














Director of News Services
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Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 12, 2012
Date: March 12, 2012 at 9:19 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 12, 2012
Today's Events
Remember Japan
Career Services Online Resources Workshop
History Department Guest Lecture
"Fitness @ 5:30" Fitness Quadruple-Header!
Interested in a career in Accounting/ Management/ Consulting? Like free food?
New York Knicks vs Chicago Bulls
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA)
Upcoming Events
Women in Academia Panel Discussion
Interest Meeting for German Recital
La Table Française
R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Lecture by Douglas Blackmon
BYOB (Bring Your Own Bowl)
Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair
Announcements
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Pray For Japan: Documentary honoring the Anniversary of the Tsunami in Japan
Savannah River Nuclear Solutions Internship Opportunities
EHS Summer Housing in New York City
'Hunger Games': HJ reporter needs interviewees





Date/Time: 3/12/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room113
Cost: Free
Details: The one year anniversary of Japan's biggest earthquake and the tsunami is quickly
approaching. Japan has been slowly recovering from the tragedy, and smiles are returning to people's
faces. Without international support, Japan would not have recovered so far. To encourage these
efforts, we will host an event to Remember Japan. We will watch a short video, have a moment of
efforts, we will host an event to Remember Japan. We will watch a short video, have a moment of
silence, write messages in Japanese, and make small origami cranes. All the art work and messages
will be displayed at Burwell. Japanese tea and sweets will be provided. Let’s remember the event and




Career Services Online Resources Workshop
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: 
Details: Career Services has partnered with several online career resources sites to give students
access to information 24/7. Knowing how to use the information will save you time and give you an
edge in choosing a career, finding jobs and internships, and preparing for interviews. Come learn what
we offer and some tips and tricks for using it effectively. LinkedIn and Wofford's new Mentoring Network
will also be covered during the workshop.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
History Department Guest Lecture 
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater 
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Jorge Canizares-Esguerra will present the lecture "Silencing the Past Imperial




"Fitness @ 5:30" Fitness Quadruple-Header!
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free





Interested in a career in Accounting/ Management/ Consulting? Like free food?
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: CPE Conference Room, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Because 90% of accounting graduates go into the private sector, IMA is a MUST for
accounting and business students! IMA has chapters all over the country and it is an international
organization! FAB Society is hosting two executive speakers today from the Spartanburg Area Chapter
of the Institute of Managerial Accountants (IMA) who are going to talk about continuing education,






New York Knicks vs Chicago Bulls
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: 





Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA)
Date/Time: 3/12/2012 8:15:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: free!
Details: Come worship with the Fellowship of Christian Athletes tonight at 8:12 PM in AAAS (under





Women in Academia Panel Discussion
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: 
Details: Women campus leaders from Wofford, Converse College and USC Upstate will discuss their
experiences pursuing an academic career and provide insight into the past, present, and future of




Interest Meeting for German Recital
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 115A
Cost: 
Details: Are you looking for an opportunity to share your music with the Wofford community? Any
student or faculty musician interested in participating in the German Club's second annual Classical
Music Recital is invited to attend! This recital will take place the end of April. At this meeting, we will be





La Table Française 
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 12:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Ginkgo Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French in a relaxed setting? Or just listen to the beautiful
language of Molière? Come and join us for a meal in a friendly environment! It's a fun and nice way to
get to know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way! Students of all levels of





R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its March meeting tomorrow March 13 at 7 p.m. in room
104 of Phase V. All students are welcome, finance and accounting majors and non-majors alike. Come




Lecture by Douglas Blackmon
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: free
Details: Douglas Blackmon, author of "Slavery By Another Name," will deliver a lecture titled "The




BYOB (Bring Your Own Bowl)
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Marsh Lobby
Cost: FREE





Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair
Date/Time: 3/30/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Time Warner Cable Arena in Charlotte, NC
Cost: $23
Details: Students interested in a career in professional sports should register for the Charlotte Bobcats
Career Fair. Here, you will have the opportunity to meet and network with companies in the sports
industry as well as local businesses and organizations. Past vendors have included the Charlotte
Bobcats, the Atlanta Hawks, the Atlanta Braves, Presbyterian Hospital, Red Ventures, Bank of
America, and many more. Over 20 companies will be represented and available for you to speak with.
Registration includes entrance into the Career Fair as well as that night's Bobcats game against the
Denver Nuggets at 7:00 pm. Additional friends and family tickets for the game cost $18. For more





Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: We are conducting a survey to better understand your campus
lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your
overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are
confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-survey.com/wofford. If you
cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter.




Pray For Japan: Documentary honoring the Anniversary of the Tsunami in Japan
Details: The one year anniversary of the biggest earthquake in modern Japanese history is on March
11. The “Pray for Japan” documentary premiers in Atlanta at a special charity event screening on
March 14. The ticket is $11. Departing from Wofford at 3:30pm. $10 for gas is provided. For further
information on the event, see http://prayforjapan-film.org/events/atlanta-ga-premiere. Those interested





Savannah River Nuclear Solutions Internship Opportunities
Details: SRNS (Savannah River Nuclear Solutions) is the largest government contractor at the
Savannah River site. Information about the many different types of SRNS internships and other job
positions can be found at www.savannahrivernuclearsolutions.com under Careers > Workforce
Services > Opportunities for Students. The direct link is:
https://sjobs.brassring.com/1033/ASP/TG/cim_home.asp?partnerid=25264&siteid=5439. Students
interested in areas ranging from Engineering and Environmental Science to Business Administration,




EHS Summer Housing in New York City
Details: If you already have an internship in NYC for the summer, Educational Housing Services offers
great summer housing for college students like you. EHS provides fully furnished rooms with TV's and
private bathrooms, free high-speed internet, cable, and national calling, an on-site fitness center,
laundry facilities, lounges, and kitchens as well as 24 hour security. For more information, visit





'Hunger Games': HJ reporter needs interviewees
Details: Dustin Wyatt, a reporter for the Spartanburg Herald-Journal, is working on a story about the
upcoming movie "Hunger Games." He understands that a lot of people are excited about the release,
and some people are even planning to dress up in costumes when they go to the theater. Dustin would
like to contact some people - students, faculty or staff - who are "die-hard" fans of "Hunger Games." If
you are one of those fans and would be interested in being part of his story, please contact Dustin
directly at dustin.wyatt@shj.com, or you may contact Laura Corbin, director of news services, and she




Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office 
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is this Thursday, MARCH 15! You may complete the
FAFSA online at www.fafsa.ed.gov Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in
completing the FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at 864-597-4160 or finaid@Wofford.edu.




Details: Display your artwork at the next SCATE Night (Friday, March 16). We have a new projector
and screen and will be showing photographs, paintings, videos, and etc. all created by student artists.





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 13, 2012
Date: March 13, 2012 at 9:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 13, 2012
Today's Events
Women in Academia Panel Discussion
Interest Meeting for German Recital
Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Government/Non-Profit Career Lunch
New Faculty Mentoring Lunch Today (Topic: Academic advising, both formal and informal)
La Table Française
Career Services 101 for First-Year Students
"Science and Liberal Education"
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
“The Dream Share Project” Film and Pursuing Your Passion Workshop




Guitar Virtuoso Nicolas Goluses
BYOB (Bring Your Own Bowl)
Senior Panel
Defending Against Reality
French Film & Pizza Social
PUSH America March Madness
Let's Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Project Disney Interest Meetings
 
Today's Events
Women in Academia Panel Discussion
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Women campus leaders from Wofford, Converse College, and USC Upstate will discuss their
experiences pursuing an academic career and provide insight into the past, present, and future of




Interest Meeting for German Recital
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Ohlin 115A
Cost: Free
Details: Are you looking for an opportunity to share your music with the Wofford community? Any
student or faculty musician interested in participating in the German Club's second annual Classical
Music Recital is invited to attend! This recital will take place the end of April. At this meeting, we will be





Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association for lunch, friendship, fellowship, and brief
bible study. We are currently trying to answer the question of what we should do with our life: at school,
during the summer, and even after graduation. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as





Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Sponsored by Career Services and the Student Alumni Association, you’re invited to enjoy a
delicious catered lunch and hear from alumni working in the Government/Non-Profit fields. They’ll




New Faculty Mentoring Lunch Today (Topic: Academic advising, both formal and informal)
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Lunch
Details: The next New Faculty Mentoring Luncheon of the spring semester will occur today Tuesday,
March 13th, from 11:30 am until 12:30 pm in the Holcombe Room. Our topic for the luncheon will be a
discussion of the advising process for first- and second-year students, and our guest will be Dr. Carol
Wilson, Associate Professor of English and Coordinator of Academic Advising. Carol can also help
answer questions about ways to advise students that you might have in your classes, including first-
year students and those students who are struggling to succeed. There will be time for questions. This
lunch series serves as a mentoring program for junior faculty but any faculty or staff member is
welcome to attend. Faculty members who are attending can purchase lunch from the Faculty and Staff
Dining Room or bring a bag lunch. Anyone who has a meeting at the 11 a.m. hour is welcome to join us




La Table Française 
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gingko Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French in a relaxed setting? Or just listen to the beautiful
language of Molière? Come and join us for a meal in a friendly environment! It's a fun and nice way to
get to know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way! Students of all levels of





Career Services 101 for First-Year Students
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free
Details: Make the most of Spring Career Week by learning about the variety of programs and services
for first-year students offered by Career Services and the Center for Professional Development.





"Science and Liberal Education"
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Teaching Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Harvey C. Mansfield, the William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of Government at Harvard
University, will speak today, at 4 p.m. in the Olin Teaching Theater. His topic will be "Science and




Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: "Faculty/Staff Only" @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @




Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: The PSA House (across the street from Wofford)
Cost: Free
Details: Come over to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a warm
meal, Bible study, and the fellowship of other Spartanburg college students. We are currently reading
the book of Exodus and discussing how to overcome hardships. People of all faith are welcome. Come




“The Dream Share Project” Film and Pursuing Your Passion Workshop
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: “The Dream Share Project” is an inspirational documentary film that follows two recent college
graduates on a road trip across America. Along the way, the pair learns about topics like: discovering
one’s passion, committing to a dream, dealing with setbacks, and redefining success for the Millennial




R. Michael James Student-Managed Investment Fund Meeting
Date/Time: 3/13/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 104
Cost: Free
Details: The James Investment Fund will hold its March meeting today at 7 p.m. in room 104 of Phase
V. All students are welcome, finance and accounting majors and non-majors alike. Come learn about










Details: Pi Day is that wonderful day of the year when we celebrate the magical constant pi! Pi Day
occurs on 3/14 (that's March 14) because the first three digits of pi are 3.14. This year, back by popular
demand, there will be the opportunity to throw pies in people's faces for a small donation to charity from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of Burwell. Also, from 5 to 7 p.m. we will celebrate Pi Day in Olin 204 with a pi-
athalon (which is like a triathlon but with 3.14... events). Teams will compete in such events as Dance
Dance Revolution, a shark race, pi recitation, Sudoku, pi trivia, pie-eating contests, and more! Fabulous
prizes will be awarded! There will also be food (including pizza pies) and Pi Day tattoos while supplies
last. This event is organized by the Mathematics Department and by the Math Club, with support from





Date/Time: 3/14/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email




Guitar Virtuoso Nicolas Goluses
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: One of America’s most sought-after guitarists, Nicholas Goluses is professor of guitar at the
Eastman School of Music, where he has received the Eisenhart Award for Excellence, and is currently
co-chair of the strings department. He has held the Andrés Segovia Faculty Chair at the Manhattan
School of Music, where he received the doctor of musical arts degree, and was the recipient of both the





BYOB (Bring Your Own Bowl)
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Marsh Lobby
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Milliken Amphitheater 
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Beta Beta Beta is hosting a group of seniors to answer any questions concerning the process
students go through to make it to graduate school. The panel consists of students going to medical
school, dental school, and graduate school for chemistry. We will have sample resumes, personal






Date/Time: 3/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 213
Cost: Free
Details: Professor David Roberts (USC-Lancaster), will speak on Kierkegaard and the Evasion of Self-
becoming. Professor Roberts is author of the text "Kierkegaard’s Analysis of Radical Evil" (Continuum
International Publications, 2006).
Contact: Professor Charles D. Kay
Email: kaycd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4583
French Film & Pizza Social 
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: The French Film and Pizza Social will take place again this Thursday. We will be watching "Of
gods and men", the sublime story of a group of monks caught between a militarist government and
extremist guerrillas, in 1996 Algeria. Pizzas from Venus Pie will be served at 6 p.m. in Olin 115, and
then we will be watching the movie in Olin 116. Please, to help us with the food order, sign up by 3 p.m.





PUSH America March Madness
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Wofford College
Cost: $5.00
Details: Pi Kappa Phi is supporting a March Madness Bracket Challenge proceeds will go to PUSH
America, the winner of the bracket will receive a prize. Entries are 5 dollars per bracket. To join go to
ESPN ( http://games.espn.go.com/tournament-challenge-bracket/en/frontpage ) and make a Free




Let's Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Front steps of Greene
Cost: Free 
Details: Celebrate the history of St. Patrick's Day with the RA's of Greene and Carlisle on the front
lawn of Greene! There will be music, sweets, and an apple juice chugging contest (winners get a
prize!). So take a study break and join the fun!




Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair
Date/Time: 3/30/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Time Warner Cable Arena in Charlotte, N.C.
Cost: $23
Details: Students interested in a career in professional sports should register for the Charlotte Bobcats
Career Fair. Here, you will have the opportunity to meet and network with companies in the sports
industry as well as local businesses and organizations. Past vendors have included the Charlotte
Bobcats, the Atlanta Hawks, the Atlanta Braves, Presbyterian Hospital, Red Ventures, Bank of
America, and many more. Over 20 companies will be represented and available for you to speak with.
Registration includes entrance into the Career Fair as well as that night's Bobcats game against the
Denver Nuggets at 7:00 pm. Additional Friends and Family tickets for the game cost $18. For more





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is this Thursday, MARCH 15! You may complete the
FAFSA online at www.fafsa.ed.gov Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in
completing the FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at 864-597-4160 or finaid@Wofford.edu.
Contact: Financial Aid Office
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Project Disney Interest Meetings
Details: Disney is coming to Wofford! Have you ever wanted to be a Disney princess? Did you love
going to Disney World as a child? Do you love kids? Then come help bring the magic of Disney to
underprivileged kids by auditioning to play Cinderella, Snow White, Belle, Aurora, or Tiana! Want to
know more about Project Disney? Interest Meetings will be held on March 13 at 11 a.m. in the Success
Initiative Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V and on March 15 at 11 a.m. in the
Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V. WANT TO AUDITION? Send in your




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: ANNOUNCEMENT FROM CPE: How do you define Wofford?
Date: March 13, 2012 at 3:20 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR
COMMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT Scott Cochran, Dean of the Center for Professional
Excellence, at cochranws@wofford.edu or Lisa Ware, Director of Outreach Programs,
Center for Professional Excellence, at warelm@wofford.edu.
To:                          Wofford Community
From:                    Lisa Ware, Director of Outreach Programs, Center for Professional
Excellence
What comes to mind when you think of Wofford? If you had to tell someone about our
college, what would you say?
In a few weeks, Wofford will launch a marketing survey to establish a baseline for understanding
how Wofford is perceived by its constituent groups. The survey will be administered by an
independent marketing firm experienced in conducting similar surveys at other colleges, including
Georgetown and Penn State.
Beginning April 10 and concluding April 24, the following groups will be surveyed via email. In
parentheses, I’ve included the number of completed surveys we hope to receive from each group:
Current students (500)
Prospective students (400)
Current and former parents (200)
Alumni & Trustees (1,000)
Faculty & Staff (200)
The survey will take 20-25 minutes. We recognize our survey completion goals are ambitious – to
meet them, we’re counting heavily on your support. This is a unique opportunity to come
together as a community to begin shaping a shared vision for Wofford’s future. To make that
happen, we need every voice and viewpoint. Especially yours.
We’re not above bribery. All current and prospective students will receive a $5 Starbucks gift card
for completing the survey. Faculty and staff, we’re hoping you’ll participate because you want to
have a say in this process.
Some of the survey takers will also receive invitations to participate in online focus groups to be
conducted after the survey period ends. The time commitment for focus group participation is
approximately three hours (over a period of two days), and all participants will be compensated
$50 for their time.
Here’s an added incentive: summary results will be available by June 1st for all survey
participants. If you don’t take the survey, you don’t see the results. 
What will happen with all this great data? Information gathered from prospective students will be
used immediately by admission to hone our recruiting efforts. All survey results will be used,
along with other sources of information, to support the newly established Board of Trustees
Planning Committee in determining how Wofford “should” be perceived. From there, the
Planning Committee in determining how Wofford “should” be perceived. From there, the
committee will be able to plan how to move systematically from current perception to desired
perception.
In the next few weeks, you’ll see information about the survey in your in-boxes and around the
campus. We’ll try not to be annoying, but it takes repetition to raise awareness.
 
Please take the survey. Tell your friends to take it. Remind your colleagues about it.  Make sure
your students get that $5 Starbucks card (maybe they’ll take you out for coffee?).
If you have any questions about the survey, please contact Scott Cochran, Dean of the Center for
Professional Excellence, at cochranws@wofford.edu or Lisa Ware, Director of Outreach
Programs, Center for Professional Excellence, at warelm@wofford.edu. We’re more than happy to
talk with you about the survey in greater detail.
 
Thank you for the time you just spent reading this message and for the time you’ll spend taking




Director of Outreach Programs








Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 14, 2012
Date: March 14, 2012 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 14, 2012
Today's Events
CAREER WEEK: Accounting/Finance Career Lunch
CAREER WEEK: Career Services 201 (Sophomores)
Pi Day
Wednesday "Fitness @ 5:30" Classes
Free Practice LSAT
LET'S GO. Baseball Hosts ETSU Tonight
CAREER WEEK: How to Manage your Online Reputation
FML!!: Dealing with Failure (Togetherness Group Discussion)
Guitar Virtuoso Nicolas Goluses




French Film & Pizza Social
Terrier Dynasty Interest Meeting
Let's Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Fun Funds Battle of the Bands
SCATE Night
Southern Teachers Agency Interviews
Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair
Announcements
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
'Hunger Games': HJ Reporter Needs Interviewees
Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Project Disney Interest Meeting
First-Year Students & Seniors - Please take the NSSE
$8.00 T's in Burwell
Textbooks Being Returned
OG&B Issue 11 Now Available
 
Today's Events
CAREER WEEK: Accounting/Finance Career Lunch
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Room
Cost: Free
Details: As part of Spring Career Week, alumni working in accounting and finance careers will discuss
their fields and what it's like to work in them. Questions are welcome! Don't miss out on this fantastic





CAREER WEEK: Career Services 201 (Sophomores)
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Brown’s Way (formerly Phase V)
Cost: Free
Details: Sophomores, it's never too early to start planning for your next two years at Wofford. This
seminar will cover the variety of ways Career Services programs can help you develop the skills you
need to secure the right internships and part-time employment that will make you more marketable





Date/Time: 3/14/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Pi Day is that wonderful day of the year when we celebrate the magical constant pi! Pi Day
occurs on 3/14 (that's March 14) because the first three digits of pi are 3.14. This year, back by popular
demand, there will be the opportunity to throw pies in people's faces for a small donation to charity from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of Burwell. Also, from 5 to 7 p.m. we will celebrate Pi Day in Olin 204 with a pi-
athalon (which is like a triathlon but with 3.14... events). Teams will compete in such events as Dance
Dance Revolution, a shark race, pi recitation, Sudoku, pi trivia, pie-eating contests, and more! Fabulous
prizes will be awarded! There will also be food (including pizza pies) and Pi Day tattoos while supplies
last. This event is organized by the Mathematics Department and by the Math Club, with support from




Wednesday "Fitness @ 5:30" Classes
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:30, Arabic Belly Dancing @ 7:00,
Qigong @ 5:00 at Gibbs Stadium!





Date/Time: 3/14/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Anna Henson at




LET'S GO. Baseball Hosts ETSU Tonight
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Russell C. King Field
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford baseball team will host ETSU tonight at 6 p.m. at Russell C. King Field. This
contest was added to the schedule to replace a rain-out from earlier in the season. The Terriers will hit
the road for four straight (March 16-18 at College of Charleston and March 21 at USC) before returning
home to host Samford March 23-25. Stay connected with your Terriers! Web: woffordterriers.com




CAREER WEEK: how to Manage Your Online Reputation
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Brown’s Way (formerly Phase V)
Cost: Free
Details: Career Week continues with the latest offing in the "how to" series, sponsored by the Center
for Professional Excellence. Did you know that by some estimates, half of all employers use social
networks to screen job candidates? Come learn how to make sure your social networking profiles are





FML!!: Dealing with Failure (Togetherness Group Discussion)
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: How do we handle personal failure? What is failure? How is success defined? If I fail
tomorrow, then what? Come discuss this topic with your peers and get FREE Firehouse tonight in




Guitar Virtuoso Nicolas Goluses
Guitar Virtuoso Nicolas Goluses
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: One of America’s most sought-after guitarists, Nicholas Goluses is professor of guitar at the
Eastman School of Music, where he has received the Eisenhart Award for Excellence, and is currently
co-chair of the strings department. He has held the Andrés Segovia Faculty Chair at the Manhattan
School of Music, where he received the doctor of musical arts degree, and was the recipient of both the





BYOB (Bring Your Own Bowl)
Date/Time: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Marsh Lobby
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Milliken Amphitheater, Roger Milliken Science Center
Cost: Free
Details: Beta Beta Beta is hosting a group of seniors to answer any questions concerning the process
students go through to make it to graduate school. The panel consists of students going to medical
school, dental school, and graduate school for chemistry. We will have sample resumes, personal
statements, advice... and pizza! So come with any questions or concerns you have and see how we
did it! 





Date/Time: 3/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is this Thursday, March 15, from 11:00-11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain
Robinson and open to all.
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
French Film & Pizza Social 
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: The French Film and Pizza Social will take place again this Thursday. We will be watching "Of
gods and men", the sublime story of a group of monks caught between a militarist government and
extremist guerrillas, in 1996 Algeria. Pizzas from Venus Pie will be served at 6 p.m. in Olin 115, and
then we will be watching the movie in Olin 116. Please, to help us with the food order, sign up by 3 p.m.





Terrier Dynasty Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room
Cost: Free
Details: For anyone interested in learning more about China and Chinese Culture: Come to the Terrier
Dynasty Interest Meeting! We will discuss the events we have planned for this semester and how you




Let's Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Front steps of Greene
Cost: Free 
Details: Celebrate the history of St. Patrick's Day with the RA's of Greene and Carlisle on the front
lawn of Greene! There will be music, sweets, and an apple juice chugging contest (winners get a




Fun Funds Battle of the Bands
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Front lawn of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Fun Funds is hosting Wofford's first ever Battle of the Bands event! Come out and support
your friends of Last Minute, Jack Murphy and the Papadopadogs, 2 Doors Down and Escapade, Triple
Threat, Red and Dead, and the Franchise KiD. The winner of the contest will get to play at the Fun
Funds Spring Concert on May 5. At the end of the event, we will also be announcing the lineup for the
Spring Concert. This is an event you don't want to miss. See you on Thursday night on the lawn









Details: Wofford is full of talent! Not only will students be performing, but this time we have talented
faculty in the line-up as well! Come out, hear great music and poetry, and just have a great time.
SCATE is this Friday, March 16 at 7 p.m. Also, we are partnering with Room to Read in order to raise




Southern Teachers Agency Interviews
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: The Southern Teachers Agency works with hundreds of schools around the south. Students
interested in careers as teachers, counselors, coaches, and administrators in private and independent
schools in the south should submit their resume via TerrierLink by March 16. Math, science, language
majors are strongly encouraged to apply. Certification is not required for most middle and high school




Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair
Date/Time: 3/30/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Time Warner Cable Arena in Charlotte, N.C.
Cost: $23
Details: Students interested in a career in professional sports should register for the Charlotte Bobcats
Career Fair. Here, you will have the opportunity to meet and network with companies in the sports
industry as well as local businesses and organizations. Past vendors have included the Charlotte
Bobcats, the Atlanta Hawks, the Atlanta Braves, Presbyterian Hospital, Red Ventures, Bank of
America, and many more. Over 20 companies will be represented and available for you to speak with.
Registration includes entrance into the Career Fair as well as that night's Bobcats game against the
Denver Nuggets at 7:00 pm. Additional Friends and Family tickets for the game cost $18. For more





Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Details: To the Campus Community: Wofford Dining Services is conducting a survey to better
understand your campus lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable
insight to help improve your overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes
and your responses are confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-
survey.com/wofford. If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser





'Hunger Games': HJ Reporter Needs Interviewees
Details: Dustin Wyatt, a reporter for the Spartanburg Herald-Journal, is working on a story about the
upcoming movie "Hunger Games." He understands that a lot of people are excited about the release,
and some people are even planning to dress up in costumes when they go to the theater. Dustin would
like to contact some people - students, faculty or staff - who are "die-hard" fans of "Hunger Games." If
you are one of those fans and would be interested in being part of his story, please contact Dustin
directly at dustin.wyatt@shj.com, or you may contact Laura Corbin, director of news services, and she




Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is Thursday, MARCH 15! You may complete the FAFSA
online at www.fafsa.ed.gov Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in completing
the FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at 864-597-4160 or finaid@Wofford.edu.
Contact: Financial Aid Office
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Project Disney Interest Meeting
Details: Disney is coming to Wofford! Have you ever wanted to be a Disney princess? Did you love
going to Disney World as a child? Do you love kids? Then come help bring the magic of Disney to
underprivileged kids by auditioning to play Cinderella, Snow White, Belle, Aurora, or Tiana! Want to
know more about Project Disney? The last Interest Meeting will be held on Wednesday, March 15 at 11
a.m. in the Conference Room in the Center for Professional Excellence building in Brown’s Way
(formerly Phase V.) WANT TO AUDITION? Send in your name, the name of the princess you wish to




First-Year Students & Seniors - Please take the NSSE
Details: First-Year Students & Seniors, please take the NSSE (www.nssesurvey.org). The National
Survey of Student Engagement is a very important survey that allows you to provide feedback about
your Wofford experience and affect change! Your opinions are valuable! Please complete the survey at





$8.00 T's in Burwell
Details: The bookstore will be selling T-shirts in Burwell today through Friday. They will be $8.00. They





Details: The bookstore will be returning all leftover textbooks beginning tomorrow. If you still need a




OG&B Issue 11 Now Available
Details: Fill out the crossword, view the picture of the week that was taken at the Joy Prom event, and
read about the Wofford student who won the IES photo competition. The OG&B can be found in Roger





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Men's Basketball Game TONIGHT
Date: March 14, 2012 at 10:18 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
LET’S GO. How to Follow Tonight’s Men’s Basketball Game
 
Follow the Wofford men's basketball team as they compete tonight in the College Basketball
Invitational (CBI) postseason tournament.  Tonight’s First Round game at Pittsburgh (tip-off at
7:00 pm) will not be televised, but you can follow the game on the Wofford/IMG Sports Network: 
Spartanburg: ESPN 1400 AM, 97.1 FM
Online: ESPNSpartanburg.com
Greenville: ESPN 1440 AM
 
Stay connected with your Terriers anywhere!
Web: woffordterriers.com




Assistant Athletic Director – Marketing & Promotions
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303
P   864.597.4110      F   864.597.4129
mathisld@wofford.edu
Facebook: Wofford Terriers   Twitter: @WoffordTerriers
LET’S GO.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford Field Day
Date: March 14, 2012 at 10:28 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford Field Day:  The Student-Athlete Advisory Committee will be hosting a field day
for children 5-10 years old on Saturday, March 24th.  The event is free and will take place
from 12noon-4pm.  Children will have the opportunity to interact with Wofford student-
athletes, attend the men’s & women’s tennis and baseball games and have fun participating
in many field day activities.
 
Attached is more information.  If your children are interested in attending please RSVP by





Assistant AD for Compliance
Wofford College







Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 15, 2012
Date: March 15, 2012 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




CAREER WEEK: Arts Career Lunch
LET'S GO. Men's Tennis Hosts College of Charleston Today
CAREER WEEK: Career Services 301
CAREER WEEK: Working in Higher Ed Dinner
French Film & Pizza Social
Terrier Dynasty Interest Meeting
Let's Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Arabic Belly-Dancing: Change of Venue
Fun Funds Battle of the Bands
Upcoming Events
All Colleges Happy Hour (For faculty and staff only)
William Walker Shape-Note Singing
What Does That Mean for Me? - Men's Faith Group
"Ethics and Public Administration"
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
OG&B Issue 11 Now Available
Majors for Minors--Come Show off Your Major
No Fitness Classes Today or Tomorrow
Wellness Speaker
Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors




Date/Time: 3/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is today from 11:00-11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain Robinson and open
to all.




Date/Time: 3/15/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 213
Cost: Free
Details: Professor David Roberts (USC-Lancaster), will speak on Kierkegaard and the Evasion of Self-
becoming. Prof. Roberts is author of the text "Kierkegaard’s Analysis of Radical Evil" (Continuum
International Publications, 2006).
Contact: Prof. Charles D. Kay
Email: kaycd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4583
CAREER WEEK: Arts Career Lunch
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: United States
Cost: Free
Details: As part of Career Week, alumni pursuing careers in the arts and arts management will explain
what it's like to work in their fields. This is a great opportunity to meet successful alumni and to ask





LET'S GO. Men's Tennis Hosts College of Charleston Today
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 2:30:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford men's tennis team in action at the Reeves Tennis Center TODAY at 2:30 p.m. as
they host SoCon rival College of Charleston. This is the beginning of a 4 match home stand for the
men's program. The home stand continues Saturday at 1 p.m. v. The Citadel, March 24 at 1 p.m. v.
UNCG and March 26 at 1 p.m. v. Ga. Southern. Stay connected with your Terriers! Web:




CAREER WEEK: Career Services 301
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: You only have one summer remaining before graduation. Have you found an internship or
Details: You only have one summer remaining before graduation. Have you found an internship or
summer job that will get you the experience you need for your resume? Is your resume polished and
have you perfected your interviewing skills? Come find out how Career Services can help get you
ready to make the most of your senior year. Registration and information about all Career Week




CAREER WEEK: Working in Higher Ed Dinner
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy a catered dinner and talk with Wofford alumni/professors about what it's like to work in





French Film & Pizza Social 
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: The French Film and Pizza Social will take place tonight. We will be watching "Of gods and
men", the sublime story of a group of monks caught between a militarist government and extremist
guerrillas, in 1996 Algeria. Pizzas from Venus Pie will be served at 6 p.m. in Olin 115, and then we will
be watching the movie in Olin 116. Please, to help us with the food order, sign up by 3 p.m. today. This




Terrier Dynasty Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS Room
Cost: Free
Details: For anyone interested in learning more about China and Chinese Culture: Come to the Terrier
Dynasty Interest Meeting! We will discuss the events we have planned for this semester and how you




Let's Celebrate St. Patrick's Day
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Front steps of Greene
Cost: Free 
Details: Celebrate the history of St. Patrick's Day with the RA's of Greene and Carlisle on the front
lawn of Greene! There will be music, sweets, and an apple juice chugging contest (winners get a





Arabic Belly-Dancing: Change of Venue
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: This Thursday and Friday, the dance studio will be in use by Wofford athletics. Rather than
cancelling class, the Arabic belly-dancing class will be taught in Shipp Lounge instead. Join us for the




Fun Funds Battle of the Bands
Date/Time: 3/15/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Front lawn of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Fun Funds is hosting Wofford's first ever Battle of the Bands event! Come out and support
your friends of Last Minute, Jack Murphy and the Papadopadogs, 2 Doors Down and Escapade, Triple
Threat, Red and Dead, and the Franchise KiD. The winner of the contest will get to play at the Fun
Funds Spring Concert on May 5. At the end of the event, we will also be announcing the lineup for the






All Colleges Happy Hour (For faculty and staff only)
Date/Time: 3/16/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Cuzina Grill
Cost: Your own food/beverages
Details: Hello all! As many of you know, many faculty/staff (and their friends) from all higher education
institutions in the area gather the third Friday of each month to get to know one another and build
friendships across institutions. Our next gathering is this Friday, March 16. We are meeting at around 5
p.m. at CUZINA GRILL, a new Greek restaurant on 910 E Main St. It is next to "Oops" and what used
to be the Indian restaurant "Five Spices." Their phone number is (864) 585-3720. Last four Happy
Hours we had 18-20 people attending each of them and we had a great time! Hope to see many




William Walker Shape-Note Singing
Date/Time: 3/17/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Shape-note singers from around the Southeast will gather at Wofford on Saturday, March 17,
for their annual tribute to Spartanburg resident William “Singin’ Billy” Walker (1809-1875). In his
for their annual tribute to Spartanburg resident William “Singin’ Billy” Walker (1809-1875). In his
“Southern Harmony” hymnal (1835), Walker put the words and the tune (“New Britain”) of the familiar
“Amazing Grace” together in print for the first time. The event, held each year in the Burwell Building
(AAAS Room), is free and open to the public. The day will begin with a singing school lesson from 9 to
9:45 a.m., and the group singing begins at 10 a.m. lasting until mid-afternoon, with a break for lunch.




What Does That Mean for Me? - Men's Faith Group
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association Men's Faith Group for lunch, friendship,
fellowship, and discussion on faith. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as you can, leave




"Ethics and Public Administration"
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: William Barnet, former Mayor of Spartanburg, will speak March 20, at 1 p.m., in Phase V,
Room 113, on the topic "Ethics and Public Administration." Mr. Barnet is a guest speaker for Gov 340,





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Very Important Reminder from the Wofford Financial Aid Office
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
Details: Students, have you filed your 2012-2013 FAFSA yet? We encourage you to apply for all
sources of need-based assistance available at Wofford by completing the 2012-2013 FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid). Please be aware that Wofford's priority deadline for the FAFSA to
be received by the Department of Education is Thursday, MARCH 15! You may complete the FAFSA
online at www.fafsa.ed.gov Detailed instructions and additional information to assist you in completing
the FAFSA are available on the Wofford Financial Aid website at
http://www.wofford.edu/financialaid/studentPacket.aspx. Should you have any other questions, please
contact the Financial Aid Office at 864-597-4160 or finaid@Wofford.edu.
Contact: Financial Aid Office
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
OG&B Issue 11 Now Available
Details: Fill out the crossword, view the picture of the week that was taken at the Joy Prom event, and
read about the Wofford student who won the IES photo competition. The OG&B can be found in Roger





Majors for Minors--Come Show off Your Major 
Details: Are you enthusiastic about your major or minor? Come volunteer for Majors for Minors, where
we do games and activities with 5th-8th graders to introduce them to college subjects and get them
excited about higher education. We're currently seeking students to introduce and lead an activity in
computer science, Spanish, chemistry, psychology, or philosophy (other ideas are welcome!) and




No Fitness Classes Today or Tomorrow






Details: Join us next Tuesday, March 20 at 11:30 a.m. in the AAAS Room to hear Bob Hathcock. Bob
will be the second speaker in our Wellness Speaker Series. He is the Founder and Organizer of the
Upstate Adult ADHD Support group and a Certified coach working with ADHD students in the U.S. and




Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Details: Palmetto Land Title Association (PLTA) Mary G. Webster Scholarship This scholarship honors
the memory of Mary G. Webster and her longtime leadership and contributions to the title insurance
industry in South Carolina. The scholarship value is $1000 and is awarded to a rising sophomore,
junior or senior who is enrolled in a four-year S.C. college or university and is majoring in a business
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
to MARCH 23. Please submit the application in its entirety to: Lisa M. Hostetler, Esq. Scholarship





Deadline to Audition for a Disney Princess is Friday
Details: The deadline to audition for a princess for Project Disney is tomorrow: Friday, March 16!
Interested in auditioning? Send in your name, the name of the princess you would like to audition for,




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 16, 2012
Date: March 16, 2012 at 9:59 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 16, 2012
Today's Events
CAREER WEEK: Career Services 401 (Seniors)
All Colleges Happy Hour (For faculty and staff only)
Upcoming Events
William Walker Shape-Note Singing
LET'S GO. Men's Tennis Hosts Citadel Saturday
What Does That Mean for Me? - Men's Faith Group
Guitar Competition Winner: Shon Boublil
The Passion of the Christ
Announcements
Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards
Majors for Minors--Come Show off Your Major
Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Deadline to Audition for a Disney Princess is Today
Wellness Speaker for Faculty and Staff only
No Fitness Classes Today
Helicopters to Land at Wofford Today
 
Today's Events
CAREER WEEK: Career Services 401 (Seniors)
Date/Time: 3/16/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Conference Room, Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Career Week concludes with a workshop especially for seniors. With only two months
remaining before graduation, it's critical that you work with the Career Services office to prepare for





All Colleges Happy Hour (For faculty and staff only)
Date/Time: 3/16/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Cuzina Grill
Cost: Your own food/beverages
Details: Hello all! As many of you know, many faculty/staff (and their friends) from all higher education
institutions in the area gather the third Friday of each month to get to know one another and build
friendships across institutions. Our next gathering is today. We are meeting at around 5:00pm at
CUZINA GRILL, a new Greek restaurant on 910 E Main St. It is next to "Oops" and what used to be the
Indian restaurant "Five Spices." Their phone number is (864) 585-3720. Last four Happy Hours we had
18-20 people attending each of them and we had a great time! Hope to see many faculty, staff and their





William Walker Shape-Note Singing
Date/Time: 3/17/2012 9:00:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Shape-note singers from around the Southeast will gather at Wofford on Saturday, March 17,
for their annual tribute to Spartanburg resident William “Singin’ Billy” Walker (1809-1875). In his
“Southern Harmony” hymnal (1835), Walker put the words and the tune (“New Britain”) of the familiar
“Amazing Grace” together in print for the first time. The event, held each year in the Burwell Building
(AAAS Room), is free and open to the public. The day will begin with a singing school lesson from 9 to
9:45 a.m., and the group singing begins at 10 a.m. lasting until mid-afternoon, with a break for lunch.




LET'S GO. Men's Tennis Hosts Citadel Saturday
Date/Time: 3/17/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford men's tennis team in action at the Reeves Tennis Center tomorrow at 1 p.m. as
they host The Citadel. The Terriers are in the midst of a home stand that will continue March 24 at 1
p.m. vs. UNCG and March 26 at 1 p.m. vs. Ga. Southern. Stay connected with your Terriers! Web:




What Does That Mean for Me? - Men's Faith Group
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association Men's Faith Group for lunch, friendship,
fellowship, and discussion on faith. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as you can, leave




GUITAR COMPETITION WINNER: Shon Boublil
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Shon Boublil is a young, dynamic guitarist from Montreal, currently studying at Berklee College
of Music in Boston. He is the winner of the Yamaha Six String Theory Competition, beating out 150




The Passion of the Christ
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: In many Christian traditions, emphasis on Jesus’ passion and crucifixion are an important part
of the Easter observance.  On Tuesday, March 20, in McMillan Theater, the Catholic Newman Club will
take a look at a powerful but controversial modern account of those events by viewing the Mel Gibson
film, “The Passion of the Christ.” Chaplain Ron Robinson will give a brief introduction to the film and
refreshments will be served at 7 p.m.  The screening of the film will follow at 7:30 p.m.  Guests
representing all perspectives are welcome. 




Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $150 Visa(r) Virtual Gift Card or one of three $50 Visa(r)
Virtual Gift Cards!
Details: To the Campus Community: Aramark is conducting a survey to better understand your campus
lifestyle and preferences. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your
overall campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are
confidential. Click the link below to begin the survey: http://www.college-survey.com/wofford. If you
cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter.




Majors for Minors--Come Show off Your Major 
Details: Are you enthusiastic about your major or minor? Come volunteer for Majors for Minors, where
we do games and activities with 5th-8th graders to introduce them to college subjects and get them
excited about higher education. We're currently seeking students to introduce and lead an activity in
excited about higher education. We're currently seeking students to introduce and lead an activity in
computer science, Spanish, chemistry, psychology, or philosophy (other ideas are welcome!) and




Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Details: Palmetto Land Title Association (PLTA) Mary G. Webster Scholarship This scholarship honors
the memory of Mary G. Webster and her longtime leadership and contributions to the title insurance
industry in South Carolina. The scholarship value is $1000 and is awarded to a rising sophomore,
junior or senior who is enrolled in a four-year SC college or university and is majoring in a business
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
to MARCH 23, 2012. Please submit the application in its entirety to: Lisa M. Hostetler, Esq. Scholarship





Deadline to Audition for a Disney Princess is Today
Details: The deadline to audition for a princess for Project Disney is TODAY! Interested in auditioning?
Send in your name, the name of the princess you would like to audition for, and a headshot to




Wellness Speaker for Faculty and Staff only
Details: -Tuesday, March 20 -11:30 a.m. in the AAAS Room Health Services will treat you to lunch! Our
2nd speaker in the Wellness Series will be Bob Hathcock. He is the Founder and Organizer of the
Upstate Adult ADHD Support group and a Certified ADHD coach working with ADHD students in the




No Fitness Classes Today




Helicopters to Land at Wofford Today
Details: Two National Guard helicopters will land today at 1:45 p.m. this afternoon (Friday, 16 March)




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 19, 2012
Date: March 19, 2012 at 8:51 AM
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Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 19, 2012
Today's Events
What Does that Mean for Me? - Men's Faith Group
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quad-Header Tonight
Guitar Competition Winner: Shon Boublil
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA)
Upcoming Events
Economics Guest Peter Klein: “What Is Entrepreneurship and Why Does It Matter?”
Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Faculty Talk
Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Free Practice LSAT
Latin American Idol
First Tee of Spartanburg 5k
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
OG&B Issue 11 now Available
Majors for Minors--Come Show Off Your Major
Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Congratulations to the Quiz Bowl Team
 
Today's Events
What Does that Mean for Me? - Men's Faith Group
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association Men's Faith Group for lunch, friendship,
fellowship, and discussion on faith. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as you can, leave
when you must. Hope to see you there!




"Fitness @ 5:30" Quad-Header Tonight
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Guitar Competition Winner: Shon Boublil
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Shon Boublil is a young, dynamic guitarist from Montreal, currently studying at Berklee College
of Music in Boston. He is the winner of the Yamaha Six String Theory Competition, beating out 150




Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA)
Date/Time: 3/19/2012 8:15:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater 
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) tonight at 8:12 p.m. in McMillan Theater for a





Economics Guest Peter Klein: “What Is Entrepreneurship and Why Does It Matter?”
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Peter Klein, associate professor at the University of Missouri, will speak tomorrow on “What Is
Entrepreneurship and Why Does It Matter?” Dr. Klein is Director of the McQuinn Center for
Entrepreneurial Leadership, and his research focuses on entrepreneurship and the economics of




Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association for lunch, friendship, fellowship, and brief
bible study. We are currently trying to answer the question of what we should do with our life: at school,
during the summer, and even after graduation. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as





Date/Time: 3/20/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Mark Byrnes, History ‘The Great Debate: Radio, Public Opinion, and American
Involvement in World War II, 1939-1941.’ The existence of national radio networks by the late 1930s
made possible a truly public debate over American foreign policy, one which any American with a radio
could access. Analyzing speeches given over these networks, rather than official policy papers or the





Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: The PSA House (across the street from Wofford)
Cost: Free
Details: Come over to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a warm
meal, Bible study, and the fellowship of other Spartanburg college students. We are currently reading
the book of Exodus and discussing how to overcome hardships. People of all faith are welcome. Come





Date/Time: 3/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email





Date/Time: 3/22/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: Spanish 309 presents the event: Latin American Idol. Come to support all your favorite stars!
Details: Spanish 309 presents the event: Latin American Idol. Come to support all your favorite stars!




First Tee of Spartanburg 5k
Date/Time: 3/25/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Old Main
Cost: $15.00
Details: 5K and 1 Mile Fun Run/Walks benefiting The First Tee of Spartanburg. Sunday, March 25.






Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




OG&B Issue 11 now Available
Details: Fill out the crossword, view the picture of the week that was taken at the Joy Prom event, and
read about the Wofford student who won the IES photo competition. The OG&B can be found in




Majors for Minors--Come Show Off Your Major 
Details: Are you enthusiastic about your major or minor? Come volunteer for Majors for Minors, where
we do games and activities with 5th-8th graders to introduce them to college subjects and get them
excited about higher education. We're currently seeking students to introduce and lead an activity in
computer science, Spanish, chemistry, psychology, or philosophy (other ideas are welcome!) and





Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Details: Palmetto Land Title Association (PLTA) Mary G. Webster Scholarship This scholarship honors
the memory of Mary G. Webster and her longtime leadership and contributions to the title insurance
industry in South Carolina. The scholarship value is $1000 and is awarded to a rising sophomore,
junior or senior who is enrolled in a four-year SC college or university and is majoring in a business
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
to MARCH 23, 2012. Please submit the application in its entirety to: Lisa M. Hostetler, Esq. Scholarship





Congratulations to the Quiz Bowl Team!
Details: Congratulations to Saif Alimohamed, David Blum, John Jackson, Aaron Ringel, and Shri
Selvakumar, who led Wofford's Quiz Bowl Team to a second place finish in a tournament at USC-
Columbia on Saturday. Congratulations also to Saif and David, who received individual honors as the




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
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Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 20, 2012
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Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Wellness Speaker Series
"Ethics and Public Administration"
Faculty Talk
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
The Passion of the Christ
Upcoming Events
Executive Speaker Series: Rebecca West '86
Free Practice LSAT
Award Winning Film Tomorrow
I'll have Lipids with my Dinner Tonight, Please
Announcements
Blood Connection Blood Drive
Majors for Minors--Come Show off your Major
Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
INTERNSHIPS: Denny's




Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association for lunch, friendship, fellowship, and brief
bible study. We are currently trying to answer the question of what we should do with our life: at school,
bible study. We are currently trying to answer the question of what we should do with our life: at school,
during the summer, and even after graduation. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as





Date/Time: 3/20/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS Room Burwell Building
Cost: Free
Details: Let us treat you to lunch today! While you enjoy your lunch sit back and listen to Bob
Hathcock, our second speaker in the Wellness Speaker Series. Bob is the Founder and Organizer of





"Ethics and Public Administration"
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: William Barnet, former Mayor of Spartanburg, will speak today at 1 p.m., in Phase V 113, on
the topic "Ethics and Public Administration." Mr. Barnet is a guest speaker for Gov 340, and everyone





Date/Time: 3/20/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Montgomery Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Mark Byrnes, History ‘The Great Debate: Radio, Public Opinion, and American
Involvement in World War II, 1939-1941.’ The existence of national radio networks by the late 1930s
made possible a truly public debate over American foreign policy, one which any American with a radio
could access. Analyzing speeches given over these networks, rather than official policy papers or the





Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: "Faculty/Staff Only" Fitness Class @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, No Pilates Class @ 5:45,




Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: The PSA House (across the street from Wofford)
Cost: Free
Details: Come over to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a warm
meal, Bible study, and the fellowship of other Spartanburg college students. We are currently reading
the book of Exodus and discussing how to overcome hardships. People of all faith are welcome. Come




The Passion of the Christ
Date/Time: 3/20/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: In many Christian traditions, emphasis on Jesus’ passion and crucifixion are an important part
of the Easter observance.  Tonight in McMillan Theater, the Catholic Newman Club will take a look at a
powerful but controversial modern account of those events by viewing the Mel Gibson film, “The
Passion of the Christ.” Chaplain Ron Robinson will give a brief introduction to the film and refreshments
will be served at 7 p.m.  The screening of the film will follow at 7:30 p.m.  Guests representing all
perspectives are welcome. 




Executive Speaker Series: Rebecca West '86
Date/Time: 3/21/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Rebecca West '86, Deputy General Manager of Technical & Engineering Services for
Spartanburg Water will discuss her career path and water issues as part of The Executive Speaker
Series (sponsored by The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence). Rebecca West has served in the
water profession for 24 years. At Spartanburg Water, she is responsible for a division of 9 wastewater
facilities and 3 drinking water facilities as well as their associated collection and distribution systems,
biosolids and residuals management, and three drinking water reservoirs. Rebecca is a Past President
of the Water Environment Federation (an international water association based in the US) and has
authored and presented numerous papers across the US and in other parts of the world on topics
related to water. Likewise, Rebecca participated in a People to People Delegation of Water
Professionals to China in 2000 and led a Delegation of Water Professionals to South Africa in 2009.
Rebecca presently serves on the AWWA Water Utility Council in South Carolina, WEF’s Global Water
Strategies Council, EPA’s Climate Ready Utilities Work Group, the City of Spartanburg’s Human
Relations Commission and as President of the Spartanburg County Water Manager’s Association. 




Date/Time: 3/21/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Main 302
Cost: Free
Details: Join the EKH Pre-Law Society this Wednesday night for a FREE practice LSAT! This event is
open to all Wofford students, so please come take advantage of this wonderful study opportunity. Email




Award Winning Film Tomorrow
Date/Time: 3/21/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come see the award-winning documentary "No More Mountains" from 2011 Sundance Film
Festival. Co-sponsored by the Philosophy Department and Environmental Studies.
Contact: Prof. Charles D. Kay
Email: kaycd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4583
I'll have Lipids with my Dinner Tonight, Please!
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V - Room 113
Cost: 
Details: Wofford Chemistry Department is pleased to present, Heidi Bostic, a Wofford alumna and PhD
candidate at University of Tennessee in a seminar to be held Monday, March 26 at 6 p.m., in Phase V –
Room 113. In addition to presenting some of her research, Heidi will also describe what it is like to be a
graduate student in chemistry, how you can have it completely paid for, when to apply, and about
summer research opportunities for undergraduate chemistry majors. Bring your dinner if you wish and
join us! Title: Chemical Approaches to the Investigation of Protein-Lipid Binding Events Using Synthetic
Lipid Probes. Or “I’ll have lipids with my dinner tonight, please!” 




Blood Connection Blood Drive
Details: Please come out and support the March blood drive in front of Old Main on Friday, March 23,
from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Wofford student participation was incredible last time and the Blood Connection




Majors for Minors--Come Show off your Major 
Details: Are you enthusiastic about your major or minor? Come volunteer for Majors for Minors, where
we do games and activities with 5th-8th graders to introduce them to college subjects and get them
excited about higher education. We're currently seeking students to introduce and lead an activity in
excited about higher education. We're currently seeking students to introduce and lead an activity in
computer science, Spanish, chemistry, psychology, or philosophy (other ideas are welcome!) and




Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Details: Palmetto Land Title Association (PLTA) Mary G. Webster Scholarship This scholarship honors
the memory of Mary G. Webster and her longtime leadership and contributions to the title insurance
industry in South Carolina. The scholarship value is $1000 and is awarded to a rising sophomore,
junior or senior who is enrolled in a four-year SC college or university and is majoring in a business
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
to MARCH 23, 2012. Please submit the application in its entirety to: Lisa M. Hostetler, Esq. Scholarship






Details: Denny's corporate office seeks two interns. These are terrific opportunities for students
interested in marketing. Summer Market Research Intern (Job ID #2558603) and Summer Non-
Traditional Marketing Intern (Job ID #2558611). For more details and application instructions, log in to
TerrierLink, the Career Services jobs board, at www.collegecentral.com/wofford/.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Details: The 2013 Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship application process is now
accepting applications! US Medical Supplies, in Raleigh, NC, a top online retailer of medical supplies
and mobility aids such as life chairs, mobility scooters, stair lifts, and wheelchair lifts, is excited to bring
back the Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship! As an industry leader, US Medical Supplies
recognizes the importance of education and the incredible potential of tomorrow's medical
professionals, and rewards this scholarship to a student every year. The Medical Professionals of
Tomorrow Scholarship is available to full-time college students who are pursuing a course of study in a
medical field, including those studying to become a doctor, nurse, physical therapist, anesthesiologist,
radiologist, and all those who are pursuing other medical fields! One applicant will be selected, out of
the many, to receive this $5,000 scholarship award. With this award, US Medical Supplies hopes to
contribute to the future of the medical field by offering the winning student financial assistance to help
cover the expenses of tuition and books. To receive this scholarship each applicant must answer the
following question in 500 words or more: What person and/or event inspired you to pursue a career in a
medical field, and how do you plan on capitalizing upon this experience in your field? You must also
meet the following requirements: • You must be enrolled in an accredited two-year, four-year school, or
a graduate program in the United States. • Must have one year of college experience. • You must be
enrolled as a full-time student. • You must be enrolled in an educational program that is related to the
medical field. • You must be a legal resident of the United States. • You must complete the application
and submit your response to the essay question by December 31st, 2012. • Your response to the essay
question must be at least 500 words in length. • You must like us on Facebook. For complete







Details: The James Fund is now accepting applications for the 2012-2013 academic year. If you have
an interest in investing and would like some real-life experience, please apply. It is open to Finance and
Accounting majors and non-majors alike. The application and letter of recommendation can be found
on the James Fund page of the Wofford website (http://www.wofford.edu/accounting/jamesfund/) and




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
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Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 21, 2012
Today's Events
Executive Speaker Series: Rebecca West '86
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World Film Series, "Ladrón que roba a ladrón (To Rob a Thief)", Olin Teaching Theater
Award-Winning Film TONIGHT
Reference and Writing Center Outpost
Upcoming Events
Holy Communion
Calling all Conservative Students
Service and Civic Engagement
First Tee of Spartanburg 5k
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Blood Connection Blood Drive
Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors




Executive Speaker Series: Rebecca West '86
Date/Time: 3/21/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free
Details: Rebecca West '86, Deputy General Manager of Technical & Engineering Services for
Details: Rebecca West '86, Deputy General Manager of Technical & Engineering Services for
Spartanburg Water will discuss her career path and water issues as part of The Executive Speaker
Series (sponsored by The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence). Rebecca West has served in the
water profession for 24 years. At Spartanburg Water, she is responsible for a division of 9 wastewater
facilities and 3 drinking water facilities as well as their associated collection and distribution systems,
biosolids and residuals management, and three drinking water reservoirs. Rebecca is a Past President
of the Water Environment Federation (an international water association based in the US) and has
authored and presented numerous papers across the US and in other parts of the world on topics
related to water. Likewise, Rebecca participated in a People to People Delegation of Water
Professionals to China in 2000 and led a Delegation of Water Professionals to South Africa in 2009.
Rebecca presently serves on the AWWA Water Utility Council in South Carolina, WEF’s Global Water
Strategies Council, EPA’s Climate Ready Utilities Work Group, the City of Spartanburg’s Human
Relations Commission and as President of the Spartanburg County Water Manager’s Association. 




Date/Time: 3/21/2012 11:45:00 AM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: ***Back in our normal spot*** Chemistry Majors!! Bring your lunch down to our normal room




World Film Series, "Ladrón que roba a ladrón (To Rob a Thief)", Olin Teaching Theater
Date/Time: 3/21/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Teaching Theater, F. W. Olin Building
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Joe Menendez 2007 Spanish Language film, with English subtitles; 98 minutes. A
pair of reformed crooks team up to pull one more heist. Their target? Master con artist Moctezuma
Valdez, a popular television infomercial pitchman who's gotten rich by swindling countless
unsuspecting immigrants. The former thieves attempt to recruit some of their criminal cohorts to help






Date/Time: 3/21/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:30, Arabic Belly-Dancing @









Details: Come join the EKH Pre-Law Society for a FREE practice LSAT! Email Anna Henson at





Date/Time: 3/21/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V Room 112
Cost: Free
Details: College Republicans will have a short meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 112 of Phase V,
anyone who is interested is welcome! We'll discuss our plans for the end of the year, the election of




World Film Series, "Ladrón que roba a ladrón (To Rob a Thief)", Olin Teaching Theater
Date/Time: 3/21/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Teaching Theater, F. W. Olin Building
Cost: Free
Details: Director: Joe Menendez 2007 Spanish Language film, with English subtitles; 98 minutes. A
pair of reformed crooks team up to pull one more heist. Their target? Master con artist Moctezuma
Valdez, a popular television infomercial pitchman who's gotten rich by swindling countless
unsuspecting immigrants. The former thieves attempt to recruit some of their criminal cohorts to help






Date/Time: 3/21/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come see the award-winning documentary "No More Mountains" from the 2011 Sundance
Film Festival. Co-sponsored by the Philosophy Department and Environmental Studies.
Contact: Prof. Charles D. Kay
Email: kaycd@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4583
Reference and Writing Center Outpost
Date/Time: 3/21/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: A traveling duo representing The Sandor Teszler Library Reference Desk and The Writing
Center will be available from 8 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. in Great Oaks this evening to help you with all of your






Date/Time: 3/22/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is this Thursday, March 22, from 11:00-11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain
Robinson and open to all.
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Calling all Conservative Students 
Date/Time: 3/22/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Main 122
Cost: Free
Details: The Association of Conservative Terriers will have a meeting for anyone interested in joining a
conservative group on campus tomorrow, Thursday, March 22, at 5:30 p.m. in Main 122. The meeting




Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 3/22/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115/116
Cost: Free
Details: A monthly series presented by students and faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages.
Come and listen how other faculty/students make a change in the community! They will present on
their experiences volunteering locally and abroad. Presentations: Andrew Allen - Service in The
Dominican Republic; Olga Brega - Student Service at St. Luke’s Free Medical Clinic; Amy Powers -
Butterflies Street and Working Children in India. Light refreshments 6:45 p.m.  Presentations at 7 p.m.




First Tee of Spartanburg 5k
Date/Time: 3/25/2012 3:30:00 PM
Location: Old Main
Cost: $15.00
Details: 5K and 1 Mile Fun Run/Walks benefiting The First Tee of Spartanburg. Sunday, March 25.






Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Blood Connection Blood Drive
Details: Please come out and support the March blood drive in front of Old Main on Friday, March 23
from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Wofford student participation was incredible last time and the Blood Connection




Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Details: Palmetto Land Title Association (PLTA) Mary G. Webster Scholarship This scholarship honors
the memory of Mary G. Webster and her longtime leadership and contributions to the title insurance
industry in South Carolina. The scholarship value is $1000 and is awarded to a rising sophomore,
junior or senior who is enrolled in a four-year SC college or university and is majoring in a business
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
to MARCH 23, 2012. Please submit the application in its entirety to: Lisa M. Hostetler, Esq. Scholarship





Attention Independents! IM Softball Signups
Details: Interested in playing IM Softball after Spring Break? Email Coach Traylor to enter a team [10
players minimum], or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team. There is a league for men, and





Details: The Carolina Panthers Entertainment department has an internship opportunity for the
summer and fall/winter months. The intern will be working with cheerleader, mascot and drum line
summer and fall/winter months. The intern will be working with cheerleader, mascot and drum line





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 22, 2012
Date: March 22, 2012 at 8:59 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 22, 2012
Today's Events
Holy Communion
Building Happiness, Engagement & Energy In Volunteers & Members
Latin American Idol
Today’s Fitness Schedule





FAB Society Info Session on Majors/Minors in Business, Accounting, Finance, and Economics
Working Abroad Career Discussion & Breakfast
Mentoring Network Training
"Federal Lobbies and Public Administration"
Announcements
Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Blood Connection Blood Drive
Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
INTERNSHIP: Carolina Panthers
IM Softball Signups Now
Housing Lottery has begun
Six Flags Over Georgia




Date/Time: 3/22/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: 
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is today from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain Robinson and open to
all.
Contact: Dr. Ron Robinson
Email: robinsonrr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4051
Building Happiness, Engagement & Energy In Volunteers & Members
Date/Time: 3/22/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Center for Global & Community Engagement (Snyder House Annex)
Cost: Free
Details: Ever have trouble keeping your volunteers or members happy and engaged? Then, this
workshop is for you! Please join members of Wofford's award-winning Alpha Phi Omega (APO) Service
Fraternity as they share lessons they've learned in building and sustaining record APO involvement at
Wofford and lead a discussion of other organizations' leaders about what works and what doesn't in





Date/Time: 3/22/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: SPANISH 309 presents the event: Latin American Idol. Come to support all your favorite stars!





Date/Time: 3/22/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: "Faculty/Staff Only” Fitness Class @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, No Pilates Class @ 5:45,




Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 3/22/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 115/116
Cost: Free
Details: A monthly series presented by students and faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages.
Come and listen how other faculty/students make a change in the community! They will present on
their experiences volunteering locally and abroad. Presentations: Andrew Allen - Service in The
Dominican Republic; Olga Brega - Student Service at St. Luke’s Free Medical Clinic; Amy Powers -
Butterflies Street and Working Children in India. Light refreshments 6:45 p.m. Presentations 7 p.m.






Date/Time: 3/23/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Library Sandbox
Cost: Free
Details: Lionel Messi is now the all-time leading scorer for Barcelona. Fabrice Muamba is making
progress in hospital. Fernando Torres recently scored two goals in the same game. What's to come in






Date/Time: 3/24/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: $5.00
Details: WOBBLE BABY, WOBBLE BABY, WOBBLE BABY WOBBLE Admission: $5 donation to Safe
Homes. Tickets at the door or in Burwell and Zachs on March 21-23. Food provided at the event.
Dance marathon to benefit Safe Homes Rape Crisis Coalition, a shelter for women in the Spartanburg
area that have been domestically abused or sexually assaulted. Dinner at 7 p.m. Dancing from 8 –




FAB Society Info Session on Majors/Minors in Business, Accounting, Finance, and Economics
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Free
Details: Still trying to make up your mind about which major to declare? Can’t decide between
Finance, Accounting, and Economics? The Finance, Accounting and Business (FAB) Society has just
the thing to help! Come to Roger Milliken Science Center,  Room 121 on Monday night at 7:30 p.m. to
listen to professors and seniors from each major explain the differences between the majors and
minors and answer any questions you may have. You can also learn more about the FAB Society and




Working Abroad Career Discussion & Breakfast
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 8:30:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Free, Registration Required
Details: (Note: this event requires registration.) If you're considering the possibility of working abroad
Details: (Note: this event requires registration.) If you're considering the possibility of working abroad
after graduation or would like to find out if it's right for you, come hear from three alumni with
experience working overseas. We'll have Panera bagels, fruit and coffee to help you start your day. Van
D. Hipp, Jr. '82, Chairman, American Defense International, Inc.; Loren Hyatt '07, Information Officer,
U.S Agency for International Development; and Robert Tibbetts '04, Foreign Service Officer, U.S.
Department of State will be on hand via Google+ Hangout to answer your questions. Register to attend





Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free, Registration Required
Details: (NOTE: Registration is required for this event). Would you like to have an alumni mentor? A
mentor is a person who already has experience in your planned career field and who can share his/her
wisdom and knowledge about how to best prepare for that career. Whether you've already chosen a
field or are still trying to decide, alumni mentors can give you first-hand advice and tips on whether or
not it's right for you. Mentoring relationships can happen in person or via email, telephone, text, Skype,
etc. Come find out more about the Mentoring Network at a brief training session. Students must
complete the session to gain access to the Mentoring Network. Register to attend by sending an email
to Lisa Ware at warelm@wofford.edu.
Contact: Lisa M. Ware
Email: warelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4263
"Federal Lobbies and Public Administration"
Date/Time: 3/29/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Mr. Tim Rupli of Rupli and Associates, and Joi Sheffield, with Sheffield Brothers Co., will be
guest speakers in GOV 340 on Thursday, March 29, at 1 p.m. in Phase 5, Room 113. The topic will be





Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Details: The Benjamin Johnson Arena will be CLOSED to all activities for floor repairs from: March 26 -




Blood Connection Blood Drive
Details: Please come out and support the March blood drive in front of Old Main tomorrow, Friday,
March 23 from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Wofford student participation was incredible last time and the Blood
March 23 from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Wofford student participation was incredible last time and the Blood




Scholarship Opportunity for Pre-Med and Psychology Majors
Details: The 2013 Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship application process is now
accepting applications! US Medical Supplies, in Raleigh, NC, a top online retailer of medical supplies
and mobility aids such as life chairs, mobility scooters, stair lifts, and wheelchair lifts, is excited to bring
back the Medical Professionals of Tomorrow Scholarship! As an industry leader, US Medical Supplies
recognizes the importance of education and the incredible potential of tomorrow's medical
professionals, and rewards this scholarship to a student every year. The Medical Professionals of
Tomorrow Scholarship is available to full-time college students who are pursuing a course of study in a
medical field, including those studying to become a doctor, nurse, physical therapist, anesthesiologist,
radiologist, and all those who are pursuing other medical fields! One applicant will be selected, out of
the many, to receive this $5,000 scholarship award. With this award, US Medical Supplies hopes to
contribute to the future of the medical field by offering the winning student financial assistance to help
cover the expenses of tuition and books. To receive this scholarship each applicant must answer the
following question in 500 words or more: What person and/or event inspired you to pursue a career in a
medical field, and how do you plan on capitalizing upon this experience in your field? You must also
meet the following requirements: • You must be enrolled in an accredited two-year, four-year school, or
a graduate program in the United States. • Must have one year of college experience. • You must be
enrolled as a full-time student. • You must be enrolled in an educational program that is related to the
medical field. • You must be a legal resident of the United States. • You must complete the application
and submit your response to the essay question by December 31st, 2012. • Your response to the essay
question must be at least 500 words in length. • You must like us on Facebook. For complete






Details: The Carolina Panthers Entertainment department has an internship opportunity for the
summer and fall/winter months. The intern will be working with cheerleader, mascot and drum line





IM Softball Signups Now
Details: Softball leagues are now forming! Email Coach Traylor to enter a team [min. 10 players], or to
sign up as an individual to be placed on a team. There will be a league for men, and a league for





Housing Lottery has begun
Details: The Residence Life Office wants to remind all returning students that the 2012 Housing Lottery
has started. From March 21 through March 28, one student from each roommate pair or suitemate
has started. From March 21 through March 28, one student from each roommate pair or suitemate
group must log in to the Lottery website (Campus Life tab in your mywofford link) with his or her PIN.
This student must have the PINs and summer contact telephone numbers for every member of the
group in order to proceed. At this time, the student will register the roommate pair or suitemate groups.
These pairings will be used to generate the group’s final lottery number. Each group will rank their




Six Flags Over Georgia
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to Six Flags Over Georgia for the first lucky 55 who sign up and pay.
The cost is $15, which covers both the ticket into and transportation to the park. The sign-up list is





Interested in joining a Campus Union Committee
Details: If you are interested in applying to chair Wofford Activities Council (WAC), Campus Relations
Committee, Facility Affairs Committee, Fun Funds or Wofford Athletics and Recreation Committee
(WAR) please complete the application http://www.wofford.edu/campusUnion/form.aspx?ekfrm=441534
by 5 p.m. on March 23. Job descriptions can be found the student handbook online at
http://www.wofford.edu/uploadedFiles/studentLife/Student%20Handbook.pdf. If you're interested in
becoming a member of any of the committees listed above, you may also apply online and that






Found: An employee turned in a Motorola smart phone that he found in the Shipp lot. Come to




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: Wofford Mungo Center for Professional Excellence wofford@reply.bronto.com
Subject: Professional Skills Summer Experience
Date: March 22, 2012 at 12:51 PM
To: Stone, R. Phillip StoneRP@Wofford.Edu
Success Initiative • Career Services • Sophomore Experience • Venture
Boston Terrier Consulting Group • Institute for Professional Development
 
DO YOU KNOW A COLLEGE STUDENT WHO COULD BENEFIT
FROM LEARNING THE TOOLS AND SKILLS THAT LEAD TO
PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS? 
 
The 2012 Institute for Professional Development at Wofford College (July 9 -
August 9) is open to students from other institutions.
 
Registration will close on March 30. The course is full, but we're currently




The Institute for Professional Development is an intense five-week summer
program that teaches professional basics to rising college sophomores,
juniors and seniors in any major.
 








All of these skills are valued by employers. Demonstrated experience in these
areas will help students stand out during job and graduate school interviews,
and excel in their professional lives. 
 
What differentiates the Institute from other professional skills
programs is the completion of a real-world consulting project.
Students will work in teams to develop an innovative solution for a corporate
client. They'll gain marketable experience for their resumes and a significant
advantage over the competition. 
 
The Institute also includes a track specifically for healthcare
majors that features a healthcare consulting project, plus graduate school
majors that features a healthcare consulting project, plus graduate school
preparation and application assistance.
 
This is what Kariesha Drayton, a 2009 graduate, says about her Institute
experience:
 
"The Institute is more than a resume builder; the program is a dose of reality
crunched into one summer session. This program challenges you emotionally and
jump starts your professional growth. I learned how to work with and manage teams
dealing with complex issues. I learned how to express my opinion effectively with
passion. I learned ways to maximize my personal strengths to move the team forward
and leverage others to shore up my weaknesses, which is the essence of
teamwork. Lastly, and most importantly, the program helps build confidence in
presenting information and in team leadership."
 
The attached brochure includes registration details, program dates, and fees.
If you would like to register to be included on the waiting list, you'll receive
notification of any seats that become available. Waiting list registrants must
pay the deposit, which will be refunded by June 1 in the event no seats
become available.
 
  Download the attached brochure
If you know a student who would benefit from this program, or you have
friends or family members with students, please take a moment to
forward this message or download the brochure and pass it on.
 
You can also learn more at our website.
 
Thank you for your time. If you or your student have questions about the





Dean, The Center for Professional Excellence
WOFFORD COLLEGE
429 N. Church Street | Spartanburg, SC 29303 | United States | 864-597-4000
This message was sent to stonerp@wofford.edu
To manage your preferences or unsubscribe, please click here.
Trouble viewing this message? Click here.
It is the policy of Wofford College to provide equal opportunities and reasonable accommodation to all persons regardless of race, color,
creed, religion, sex, age, national origin, disability, veteran status or other legally protected status in accordance with federal and state laws.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 23, 2012
Date: March 23, 2012 at 8:43 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 23, 2012
Today's Events
The Blood Connection Blood Drive
FIFA Friday




All Electric Vehicle Technology




Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Housing Lottery has Begun
Six Flags over Georgia
46 Days and Counting
IM Softball Signups
Whetsell Summer Fellowship in Visual Arts
 
Today's Events
The Blood Connection Blood Drive
Date/Time: 3/23/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Front of Main Building
Cost: Volunteer
Details: Please come out and support the March blood drive in front of Old Main TODAY from 11 a.m. -
4 p.m. Wofford student participation was incredible last time and the Blood Connection looks forward to
4 p.m. Wofford student participation was incredible last time and the Blood Connection looks forward to





Date/Time: 3/23/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Library Sandbox
Cost: Free
Details: Who's going to win the Premier League, FA Cup, Euro 2012? Will Neymar move to Europe?
We're playing FIFA in the Sandbox today. Come watch, play, chat or all of the above. Can't make it?





"Friday Fitness @ 5:00" Tripleheader
Date/Time: 3/23/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 3/24/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: $5.00
Details: WOBBLE BABY, WOBBLE BABY, WOBBLE BABY WOBBLE Admission: $5 donation to Safe
Homes. Tickets at the door or in Burwell and Zachs March 21-23. Food provided at the event. Dance
marathon to benefit Safe Homes Rape Crisis Coalition, a shelter for women in the Spartanburg area
that have been domestically abused or sexually assaulted. Dinner at 7 p.m. Dancing from 8 – Midnight.





Date/Time: 3/25/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Father Ted Kalaw will celebrate Catholic mass in Mickel Chapel at 5 p.m. this Sunday, March
25. Following mass, there will be a light supper and a program. All are welcome. During spring holidays
(April 1 and April 8), there will not be a Sunday campus mass. Those who may be staying on campus






All Electric Vehicle Technology
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Brian Richardson, a 1981 Wofford Graduate, developed an all-electric vehicle in his sheep
barn, and then raced it all across North America. His team, Moto-Electra Racing, built the vehicle from
the ground up including the frame itself and particularly the all-electric drive components. Moto-Electra
finished the 2012 TTXGP season in second place for all of North America, set a land speed record, and
organized the first sanctioned gas v. electric race in history (and then won!). The Discovery Channel
even shot two episodes of the team and their vehicle. Brian will speak about the technology behind the




FAB Society Info Session on Majors/Minors in Business, Accounting, Finance, and Economics
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Free
Details: Still trying to make up your mind about which major to declare? Can’t decide between
Finance, Accounting, and Economics? The Finance, Accounting and Business (FAB) Society has just
the thing to help! Come to Milliken Room 121 Monday night at 7:30 to listen to professors and seniors
from each major explain the differences between the majors and minors and answer any questions you




La Table Française 
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell in the Ginkgo Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful language of Molière?
Come and join us for a meal in a friendly and relaxed environment. It's a fun and nice way to get to
know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way! Students of all levels of





Date/Time: 4/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Are you interested in hosting a prospective student during Night and Day? On Sunday, April
15, we will have 200 prospective students spending the night on campus and we need your help!







Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Details: The Benjamin Johnson Arena will be CLOSED to all activities for floor repairs from: March 26 -




Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Scholarship Opportunity Extended for All Business Majors
Details: Palmetto Land Title Association (PLTA) Mary G. Webster Scholarship This scholarship honors
the memory of Mary G. Webster and her longtime leadership and contributions to the title insurance
industry in South Carolina. The scholarship value is $1000 and is awarded to a rising sophomore,
junior or senior who is enrolled in a four-year SC college or university and is majoring in a business
related field. The application is available at www.scplta.org. The deadline to apply has been extended
to MARCH 23, 2012. Please submit the application in its entirety to: Lisa M. Hostetler, Esq. Scholarship





Housing Lottery has begun
Details: The Residence Life Office wants to remind all returning students that the 2012 Housing Lottery
has started. From March 21 through March 28, one student from each roommate pair or suitemate
group must log in to the Lottery website (Campus Life tab in your mywofford link) with his or her PIN.
This student must have the PINs and summer contact telephone numbers for every member of the
group in order to proceed. At this time, the student will register the roommate pair or suitemate groups.
These pairings will be used to generate the group’s final lottery number. Each group will rank their





Six Flags Over Georgia
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to Six Flags over Georgia for the first lucky 55 who sign up and pay.
The cost is $15, which covers both the ticket into and transportation to the park. The sign-up list is





46 Days and Counting
Details: 46 days and counting down.... The 2012 Terrio will be held at 11 a.m. on Tuesday, May 8. You
may have heard the report that December 21, 2012 is regarded as the end-date in the Mesoamerican
Long Count calendar - the end of the world as we know it! Therefore, the officers of the Class of 2012
have called on superheroes to save us and be the theme of this year's Terrio. As competitive as they
are, the Super Heroes have demanded a race instead of a time trials at the Terrio. So stay tuned and
watch out on May 8! Those academic departments and college offices that plan to participate may





Details: Softball Leagues are now forming. There is a league for men and a league for women. Co-Ed
teams are permitted to enter the men's league. Games begin after Spring Break. E-mail Coach Traylor




Whetsell Summer Fellowship in Visual Arts
Details: Last November the Chapman Gallery in Campus Life featured paintings and drawings by
Wofford student Amy Horton. Her exhibition came about through a summer fellowship opportunity: Dr.
William O. Whetsell has established an endowment to provide summer support for a Wofford student to
further develop expertise in the visual arts. The summer's work will then be presented in an exhibition
during the following year. Media will include painting, drawing, sculpture, ceramics, photography, mixed
media, etc. Application deadline is Thursday, April 12. Stipend Guidelines are attached to the Daily











For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.




Subject: FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Cumming Street closed from 10 a.m.-noon Saturday
Date: March 23, 2012 at 1:14 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:                   Campus Community
From:              Randy Hall, director of Campus Safety
Re:                   Closing of Cumming Street Saturday morning
 
The Spartanburg City Police will close Cumming Street from Evins Street to East Wood Street
from 10 a.m. until noon tomorrow (Saturday, March 24) for the Spartanburg Regional Medical
Center Cardiac Rehab Unit’s Children’s Fun Run.
 
Please take this into consideration as you leave and re-enter campus in the morning.
 
Randy Hall
Director of Campus Safety
WOFFORD COLLEGE
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
 
Voice: 864/597-4351
Fax:     864/597-4359
 
Laura H. Corbin
Director of News Services
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St.





Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: College Award Nominations
Date: March 23, 2012 at 1:29 PM




429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
 
 
To: The Wofford Community:
 
The Student Affairs Committee of the College, chaired by Dr. Matthew Cathey, is accepting
nominations for the College’s awards that are given during our Honors Convocation and the
Commencement Ceremony.  To nominate a senior or someone for the non-student awards,
click on the link below and complete the online form. All nominations are due by 5:00 pm
Friday, April 13th.  Please contact Dean Roberta Bigger at biggerrh@wofford.edu if you
have any questions.
 




From: Lane, Janella M LaneJM@wofford.edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 26, 2012
Date: March 26, 2012 at 7:26 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, March 26, 2012
Today's Events
All Electric Vehicle Technology
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quad-Header Today!
I'll have Lipids with my Dinner Tonight, Please!
Seminar on American Health Care Reform
FAB Society Info Session on Majors/Minors in Business, Accounting, Finance, and Economics
"The Cup" Goes on Sale!
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Upcoming Events
Working Abroad Career Discussion & Breakfast
Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
La Table Française
Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Youth Led Grant
The Pursuit of Happyness with Free Food
Night and Day
Announcements
Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Six Flags Over Georgia
Whetsell Summer Fellowship in Visual Arts
Health Services Closed the week of Spring Break
Student Survey
Last Week for Softball Signups
Today's Events
All Electric Vehicle Technology 
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Brian Richardson, a 1981 Wofford Graduate, developed an all-electric vehicle in his sheep barn, and then raced it
all across North America. His team, Moto-Electra Racing, built the vehicle from the ground up including the frame itself
and particularly the all-electric drive components. Moto-Electra finished the 2012 TTXGP season in second place for all of
North America, set a land speed record, and organized the first sanctioned gas vs. electric race in history (and then won!).
The Discovery Channel even shot two episodes of the team and their vehicle. Brian will speak about the technology






History Department Guest Lecture
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 4:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Paul Brinkman will give his lecture "Putting Dinosaurs in their Places: Museums and Paleontology in
America." 
Contact: Dr. Timothy Schmitz
Contact: Dr. Timothy Schmitz
Email: schmitztj@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4551
"Fitness @ 5:30" Quad-Header Todat
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




I'll have Lipids with my Dinner Tonight, Please!
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V - Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Chemistry Department is pleased to present, Heidi Bostic, a Wofford alumna and PhD candidate at
University of Tennessee in a seminar to be held Monday, March 26 at 6:00 p.m., Phase V – Room 113 In addition to
presenting some of her research, Heidi will also describe what it is like to be a graduate student in chemistry, how you can
have it completely paid for, when to apply, and about summer research opportunities for undergraduate chemistry majors.
Bring your dinner if you wish and join us! Title: Chemical Approaches to the Investigation of Protein-Lipid Binding Events
Using Synthetic Lipid Probes. Or “I’ll have lipids with my dinner tonight, please!” 
Contact: Dr. Charles Bass
Email: basscg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4631
Seminar on American Health Care Reform
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: What's all the fuss about 'Obamacare'? Join us tonight and find out! Dr. Moss will be giving an introduction to why
we need 'reform', and what's in the new federal Health Care reform act. Dr. Alvis will then address legal questions




FAB Society Info Session on Majors/Minors in Business, Accounting, Finance, and Economics
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: Free
Details: Still trying to make up your mind about which major to declare? Can’t decide between Finance, Accounting, and
Economics? The Finance, Accounting and Business (FAB) Society has just the thing to help! Come to Milliken Room 121
tonight at 7:30 p.m. to listen to professors and seniors from each major explain the differences between the majors and





"The Cup" Goes on Sale!
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Zach's
Cost: 20 Terrier Bucks or $20
Details: Students, Faculty, & Anybody Else: Starting TODAY from 8 9 p.m. we will be selling "The Cup" for $20 or 20
Terrier Bucks in Zach's. The Cup allows: Free Drinks anytime at Zach's, Phase V, Burwell, Basketball & Baseball games &
50% Discount Drinks at Football games. It increases sustainability by cutting paper and plastic cup waste. So, Save
Money and Help the Environment at the same time. It's affordable, it's sustainable and it's beautiful. (Designed by Mills
Brown 15'.) If you intend on using Terrier Bucks please have your W# with you. If you can't come Monday evening, stay




Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
Date/Time: 3/26/2012 8:15:00 PM
Location: AAAS (Under Burwell) 
Cost: Free







Working Abroad Career Discussion & Breakfast
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 8:30:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, The Mungo Center for Professional Excellence
Cost: Pre Registration Required
Details: (Note: this event requires registration.) If you're considering the possibility of working abroad after graduation or
would like to find out if it's right for you, come hear from three alumni with experience working overseas. We'll have
Panera bagels, fruit and coffee to help you start your day. Van D. Hipp, Jr. '82, Chairman, American Defense International,
Inc.; Loren Hyatt '07, Information Officer, U.S Agency for International Development; and Robert Tibbetts '04, Foreign
Service Officer, U.S. Department of State will be on hand via Google+ Hangout to answer your questions. Register to




Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association for lunch, friendship, fellowship, and brief bible study. We are
currently trying to answer the question of what we should do with our life: at school, during the summer, and even after




La Table Française 
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell in the Ginkgo Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful language of Molière? Come and join us for a
meal in a friendly and relaxed environment. It's a fun and nice way to get to know your peers, your French Profs and learn
French in an informal way! Students of all levels of French as well as Wofford Community members are welcome! Come




Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: The PSA House (across the street from Wofford)
Cost: Free
Details: Come over to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a warm meal, Bible study, and
the fellowship of other Spartanburg college students. We are currently reading the book of Exodus and discussing how to





Youth Led Grant 
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 6:00:00 PM
Location: Foreign Language Suite
Location: Foreign Language Suite
Cost: Free
Details: Ever wanted to be a part of something bigger than you? We’re applying for a youth-led grant to make local
children healthier and happier. If you’re interested in sports, dance, healthy eating, community service —or if you’ve ever
volunteered at Arcadia, ARCH, or with La U y tú & just love the kids— we need your voice to make our grant application
better. Can we count on you? If so, please join us for a light supper on Tuesday, 3/27, in the FL Suite and let us hear your
input! We hope to see you there!
Contact: Laura Kate Gamble
Email: gamblelk@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-442-9914
The Pursuit of Happyness with Free Food
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Wofford Interfaith Youth Core and Togetherness as we screen The Pursuit of Happyness. Food will






Date/Time: 4/15/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Are you interested in hosting a prospective student during Night and Day? On Sunday, April 15 we will have 200
prospective students spending the night on campus and we need your help! Please visit the following link for more details






Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Details: The Benjamin Johnson Arena will be CLOSED to all activities for floor repairs from: March 26 - April 13 Thank




Six Flags Over Georgia
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to Six Flags Over Georgia on April 14, for the first lucky 55 who sign up and pay. The
cost is $15, which covers both the ticket into and transportation to the park. The sign-up list is located at Beth Clardy's




Whetsell Summer Fellowship in Visual Arts
Details: Last November the Chapman Gallery in Campus Life featured paintings and drawings by Wofford student Amy
Horton. Her exhibition came about through a summer fellowship opportunity: Dr. William O. Whetsell has established an
endowment to provide summer support for a Wofford student to further develop expertise in the visual arts. The summer's
work will then be presented in an exhibition during the following year. Media will include painting, drawing, sculpture,
ceramics, photography, mixed media, etc. Application deadline is Thursday, April 12. Stipend Guidelines are attached to




Health Services Closed the week of Spring Break
Details: Health Services will be closed during the week of Spring Break. Please come in this week for any needs that you





Details: Help Health Services and the Psychology Department explore Prescription Drug use on campus. The survey is
COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS and will help researchers understand how prescription drugs are used and misused.
Wofford College, Converse College, and USC-Upstate students are all participating in this survey, so help Wofford show





Last Week for Softball Signups
Details: This is the last week to sign up for Intramural Softball. Email Coach Traylor to enter a team [min. of 10 players],
or to sign up as an individual to be placed on a team. There is a league for men, and a league for women, and games will









For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 27, 2012
Date: March 27, 2012 at 9:09 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, March 27, 2012
Today's Events
Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
La Table Française
"The Cup" Sale Continues
Spring Break Safety
Today’s Fitness Schedule
Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association




Wofford Fly Fishing Club Meeting
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Wesley Bible Study
Six Flags Over Georgia
Student Survey
Last Week for Softball Signups
Success Initiative Applications Due Friday




Presbyterian Student Association @ the Table
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 11:15:00 AM
Location: In Front of Zach's
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association for lunch, friendship, fellowship, and brief
Details: Come join the Presbyterian Student Association for lunch, friendship, fellowship, and brief
bible study. We are currently trying to answer the question of what we should do with our life: at school,
during the summer, and even after graduation. People of all faith are welcome. Come for as long as




La Table Française 
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Bistro Burwell in the Ginkgo Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Do you want to practice your French? Or just listen to the beautiful language of Molière?
Come and join us today for a meal in a friendly and relaxed environment. It's a fun and nice way to get
to know your peers, your French Profs and learn French in an informal way! Students of all levels of




"The Cup" Sale Continues
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 12:00:00 PM
Location: Zach's
Cost: 20 Terrier Bucks or $20
Details: Students/Faculty: Continuing TODAY from 12 to 1 p.m. & from 7 to 8 p.m. we will be selling
"The Cup" for $20 or 20 Terrier Bucks in Zach's. The Cup allows: Free Drinks anytime at Zach's, Phase
V, Burwell, Basketball & Baseball games & 50% Discount Drinks at Football games. It increases
sustainability by cutting paper and plastic cup waste. So, Save Money and Help the Environment at the
same time. It's affordable, it's sustainable and it's beautiful. (Designed by Mills Brown 15'.) If you intend
on using Terrier Bucks please have your W# with you. If you can't come to any of the times today, stay





Date/Time: 3/27/2012 2:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and celebrate Spring Break with Health Services! The first 100 students out to the
seal receive FREE Brusters Ice Cream. Stop by from 2-4 p.m. on your way to class or on the way back





Date/Time: 3/27/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Dinner and Bible Study with the Presbyterian Student Association
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: The PSA House (across the street from Wofford)
Cost: Free
Details: Come over to the PSA House (across from the main gates of Wofford) and enjoy a warm
meal, Bible study, and the fellowship of other Spartanburg college students. We are currently reading
the book of Exodus and discussing how to overcome hardships. People of all faith are welcome. Come




The Pursuit of Happyness with Free Food
Date/Time: 3/27/2012 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Wofford Interfaith Youth Core and Togetherness as we screen The Pursuit of
Happyness. Food will be provided so stop by as a good study break! We will also be kicking off our






Date/Time: 3/28/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Commons
Cost: Free
Details: Come to Campus Life @ 7 p.m. and sing along to your favorite songs... Taylor Swift, Drake,
Katy Perry, Kanye West, Adele, Maroon 5... If you can find it on YouTube, we'll play it!




Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us at 11 a.m. on Thursday to pack backpacks of food for the children of Cleveland




Wofford Fly Fishing Club Meeting
Wofford Fly Fishing Club Meeting
Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in fly fishing? If you have any interest in fly fishing, come to Wofford Fly Fishing
Club's first meeting. Don't have any equipment? Not a problem! Come see how Wofford Fly Fishing
Club can get you into the water catching trout! We will discuss our plans for the rest of this semester as





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at





Details: Come join Wesley for Bible study tonight at 8 p.m. in Main 07! We will discuss about book,




Six Flags Over Georgia
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to Six Flags over Georgia on April 14, for the first lucky 55 who sign
up and pay. The cost is $15, which covers both the ticket into and transportation to the park. The sign-
up list is located at Beth Clardy's desk in the Student Affairs Office, which is in the upper level of the





Details: Help Health Services and the Psychology Department explore Prescription Drug use on
campus. The survey is COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS and will help researchers understand how
prescription drugs are used and misused. Wofford College, Converse College, and USC-Upstate
students are all participating in this survey, so help Wofford show that their students care! Participate
today at http://vovici.com/wsb.dll/s/a381g4d6a6. Thank you!




Last Week for Softball Signups
Details: Friday is the deadline for signing up for Intramural Softball. Email Coach Traylor to enter a





Success Initiative Applications Due Friday
Details: As a Wofford student, you might have heard someone mention SI. And you may have thought
to yourself, "Awesome…but what is that exactly?" The Success Initiative is a program that teaches
innovation and creative problem solving through project-based experiences. It's a part of Wofford's





Writing Center - Spring Break Closing
Details: The Writing Center will close for Spring Break following this Thursday's evening shift, and will






Details: The James Fund is now accepting applications for the 2012-2013 academic year. If you have
an interest in investing and would like some real-life experience, please apply. It is open to Finance and
Accounting majors and non-majors alike. The application and letter of recommendation can be found
on the James Fund page of the Wofford website (http://www.wofford.edu/accounting/jamesfund/) and





Found: A dress was found outside of Burwell on Friday afternoon. Please come to the Campus Post





Subject: 10th Annual Conference on Gender
Date: March 27, 2012 at 10:25 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College’s 10th Annual Conference on Gender will take place this afternoon, Tuesday
March 27,  from 4-5:30 p.m.  in the Montgomery Room in Burwell, with dinner and discussion to
follow. Research will be presented by students from Wofford, USC Upstate and Converse College.
The event is free and open to the public. We encourage students, faculty, and staff to attend. 
Conference Organizers: Beate Brunow, Sally Hitchmough, Karen Goodchild
Please contact Karen Goodchild  at goodchildkh@wofford.edu if you have questions or need more
information.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Faculty/Staff Dining Room
Date: March 27, 2012 at 10:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To: All Faculty and Staff:
 
Aramark Dining services needs your assistance. The dining service is running short on silverware,
cups, glasses, plates, etc. If you have borrowed any items from the faculty/staff dining room please






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 28, 2012
Date: March 28, 2012 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, March 28, 2012
Today's Events
LET”S GO. Terrier Baseball and Tennis in Action TODAY
Zeta Tau Alpha Percent Night at Taco Dog
Tonight’s Fitness Schedule
Karaoke Night






Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
B.O.B. Tickets for Sale
Student Survey
Success Initiative Applications Due Friday
Writing Center - Spring Break Closing
Summer Internship Opportunities at ShowCase Marketing
Softball Signup Deadline Friday
Part-Time Job: VCOM Library
OG&B Issue 11 Now Available
 
Today's Events
LET'S GO. Terrier Baseball and Tennis in Action TODAY
Date/Time: 3/28/2012 3:00:00 PM
Location: Reeves Tennis Center & Russell C. King Field.
The Wofford women's tennis and baseball teams are both in action today on campus.  Women's tennis
will host Furman at the Reeves Tennis Center today at 3 p.m.  At 6 p.m., the Wofford baseball team will
host UNC Asheville at Russell C. King Field.  THIS SUNDAY, at 1 p.m. the Wofford men's tennis team
will play its final home match of the 2012 season as they take on Elon at the Reeves Tennis Center.
Stay connected with your Terriers online! WEB: woffordterriers.com; FACEBOOK: "Like" Wofford






Zeta Tau Alpha Percent Night at Taco Dog
Date/Time: 3/28/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Taco Dog Taqueria & American Grill 
Cost: 
Details: Come join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha for dinner at Taco Dog today. The sisters of Zeta Tau
Alpha will be at Taco Dog from 5 – 8 p.m. Make sure to tell them you're with Wofford ZTA and a percent





Date/Time: 3/28/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio Funk @ 6:30, Arabic Belly-Dancing @ 7:00,





Date/Time: 3/28/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building, The Commons
Cost: Free
Details: Come to Campus Life @ 7 p.m. and sing along to your favorite songs... Taylor Swift, Drake,
Katy Perry, Kanye West, Adele, Maroon 5... If you can find it on YouTube, we'll play it!
Contact: Cam(eron) A. Kimber
Email: kimberca@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 678-863-5524
Library and Writing Center on Location
Date/Time: 3/28/2012 8:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Need some help with research or that paper that needs to be submitted before Spring Break?







Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is this Thursday, March 29, from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain
Robinson and open to all.




Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Conference Room, Mungo Center for Professional Excellence, Phase V Building
Cost: Free - Registration Required
Details: (NOTE: Registration is required for this event). Would you like to have an alumni mentor? A
mentor is a person who already has experience in your planned career field and who can share his/her
wisdom and knowledge about how to best prepare for that career. Whether you've already chosen a
field or are still trying to decide, alumni mentors can give you first-hand advice and tips on whether or
not it's right for you. Mentoring relationships can happen in person or via email, telephone, text, Skype,
etc. Come find out more about the Mentoring Network at a brief training session. Students must
complete the session to gain access to the Mentoring Network. Register to attend by sending an email
to Lisa Ware at warelm@wofford.edu.




Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us at 11 a.m. on Thursday to pack backpacks of food for the children of Cleveland





Benjamin Johnson Arena CLOSED March 26 - April 13
Details: The Benjamin Johnson Arena will be CLOSED to all activities for floor repairs from: March 26 -




B.O.B. Tickets for Sale
B.O.B. Tickets for Sale
Details: Converse College's annual Spring Concert will feature the pop rapper and genre-bending
artist B.O.B. on Saturday, April 14 at 8 p.m. on the back campus lawn. Tickets are on sale for $20 at
the discounted student rate through Wofford's Student Affairs office. Please see Beth Clardy or Brian





Details: Help Health Services and the Psychology Department explore Prescription Drug use on
campus. The survey is COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS and will help researchers understand how
prescription drugs are used and misused. Wofford College, Converse College, and USC-Upstate
students are all participating in this survey, so help Wofford show that their students care! Participate




Success Initiative Applications Due Friday
Details: As a Wofford student, you might have heard someone mention SI. And you may have thought
to yourself, "Awesome…but what is that exactly?" The Success Initiative is a program that teaches
innovation and creative problem solving through project-based experiences. It's a part of Wofford's





Writing Center - Spring Break Closing
Details: The Writing Center will close for Spring Break following this Thursday's evening shift, and will





Summer Internship Opportunities at ShowCase Marketing
Details: ShowCase Marketing is a full service marketing and communication firm located in Greenville,
S.C. ShowCase is currently looking for exceptional students who are interested in acquiring an unpaid
summer internship. One of the most significant elements of their company’s success is their
outstanding intern team, which is made of students who have the drive to learn, lead, and contribute to
real client projects. Because of opportunities with their business magazine, Business Black Box as well
as their company growth to regional and national clients, ShowCase is currently looking for interns for
this summer. Interns are given the opportunity to work directly on client projects, including creative
design and copy work, and are challenged by real responsibilities as well as developing accountability
for their work. We are looking for interns with strong verbal and written communication skills. Our
interns will works with our client management teams, obtain research for prospective clients, attend
client meetings, and work with creative and strategy teams on projects relating to marketing,
advertising, public relations, publishing, business development and social media. Intern schedules are
flexible. However, we do request that interns commit to a minimum of 8 to 12 hours a week. Interviews
will be held throughout the month of April. Interested students should email their resumes to Molly






Softball Signup Deadline Friday
Details: Friday is the deadline to sign up for Intramural Softball! You can enter a team [min. of 10




Part-time job: VCOM Library
Details: Any student interested in part-time rotating weekend work at the medical library at VCOM
should contact Bill Nichols at wnichols@carolinas.vcom.edu. Hours would be Saturdays from 10 a.m. -




OG&B Issue 11 Now Available
Details: Read about Dr. Curtis' experiences in hospitality, the high cost of summer school and much
more. Copies can be found in Roger Milliken Science Center, the library, Olin, Phase V/ SI room, 1st




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Presidential Scholarships
Date: March 28, 2012 at 12:53 PM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:      The Wofford Community
From:  President Dunlap
 
Re:  The Presidential International Scholarship and
        The Presidential Global Study Scholarships
 
I am pleased to announce that the 2012-2013 Presidential International Scholarship has been
awarded to David Moore, and the inaugural Presidential Global Studies Scholarships have
been awarded to Christopher Bourean and Brian McCracken.  Please join me in
congratulating them on these awards.
 
A revised description of the two awards is as follows:
 
The recipient of the Presidential International Scholarship, selected as a student “most likely
to be of benefit to humankind,” will receive 4 hours of academic credit for the equivalent of
an interim.  Working within a more formally structured program and competing on the basis
of their proposed courses of study, recipients of the Presidential Global Study Scholarships
will receive 12 hours of academic credit for the fall semester plus 4 hours interim credit. 
The duration of each scholarship will be approximately 5 months, including the fall
semester and the following interim term.  Students will return for spring semester and, in the
case of Global Study Scholars—assuming they have met all degree requirements—receive
their degrees with other members of their graduating class.  The Presidential International
Scholar, travelling with minimal constraints on his or her activities or itinerary, will not
receive academic credit for the fall semester.
 
In effect, the Presidential International Scholarship is designed as a stipend for 5 months
travel in developing countries with an itinerary to be chosen in consultation with the
President and a faculty mentor of the scholar’s own choosing.  The scholar must devise a
topic about which he or she will report following his or her return, and, ideally, there will be
a tangible deliverable. 
 
The Presidential Global Study Scholarships are designed as an opportunity to study the
language and culture of one of the world’s most influential nations—Brazil, Russia, India,
China, Turkey, or South Africa—focusing on a topic of the student’s own choosing.  The 21
weeks of the scholarship will generally be divided up as follows:  12 weeks in the primary
destination and at least 3 weeks each in 3 additional countries that relate to the home
country in some significant way—economic, cultural, or political.  The initial 12 weeks will
be under the auspices of SIT or another study-abroad program providing contacts, cultural
immersion, and language instruction as needed.  The management of the remaining 9 weeks
will be the Scholar’s own responsibility, though the college and other supporting
organizations will provide as much assistance as is wanted or needed. 
 
The particular emphasis of each Presidential Global Study Scholar’s research should be
carefully crafted in consultation with his or her chosen faculty mentor and refined during the
carefully crafted in consultation with his or her chosen faculty mentor and refined during the
summer before departure.  Deliverables will include essays and other scholarly and/or
creative work as determined by the mentor and approved by the President and the faculty. 
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Follow Wofford on Facebook: facebook.com/woffordcollege
Follow Wofford on Twitter: twitter.com/woffordcollege
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: "The Cup" Sale Continues
Date: March 28, 2012 at 12:55 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
“The Cup” Sale Continues
 
Students/Faculty/Parents: Continuing TODAY from 5 to 7 p.m. we will be selling "The Cup" for $20 or
20 Terrier Bucks in Phase V. The Cup allows: Free Drinks anytime at Zach's, Phase V, Burwell,
Basketball & Baseball games & 50% Discount Drinks at Football games. It increases sustainability by
cutting paper and plastic cup waste. So, Save Money and Help the Environment at the same time. It's
affordable, it's sustainable and it's beautiful. (Designed by Mills Brown 15'.) If you intend on using
Terrier Bucks please have your W# with you. If you can't come between the times today, stay tuned to






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, March 29, 2012
Date: March 29, 2012 at 8:33 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Wofford Fly Fishing Club Meeting
"Federal Lobbies and Public Administration"
Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
"The Cup" Final Sale before Spring Break
Upcoming Events
College Town Service Initiative
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Health Services Closed the week of Spring Break
Summer Internship Opportunities at ShowCase Marketing
Part-Time Job: VCOM Library
OG&B Issue 11 now Available
Bookstore Spring Break Hours
Beach Volleyball League Signups Now




Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join students, staff & faculty for a brief service of Holy Communion each Thursday in Lent.
The next service is today from 11 - 11:20 a.m. in Mickel Chapel. Led by Chaplain Robinson and open to
all.





Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Join us at 11 a.m. TODAY to pack backpacks of food for the children of Cleveland Elementary




Wofford Fly Fishing Club Meeting
Date/Time: 3/29/2012 11:30:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in fly fishing? If you have any interest in fly fishing, come to Wofford Fly Fishing
Club's first meeting. Don't have any equipment? Not a problem! Come see how Wofford Fly Fishing
Club can get you into the water catching trout! We will discuss our plans for the rest of this semester as




"Federal Lobbies and Public Administration"
Date/Time: 3/29/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Phase V, Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Mr. Tim Rupli of Rupli and Associates, and Joi Sheffield, with Sheffield Brothers Co., will be
guest speakers in GOV 340 on Thursday, March 29, at 1 p.m., in Phase 5, Room 113. The topic will be




Today’s Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 3/29/2012 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: "Faculty/Staff Only" Fitness @ 11:30 a.m., Ab-Lab @ 5:30, Pilates @ 5:45, Zumba/Cardio




"The Cup" Final Sale before Spring Break
Date/Time: 3/29/2012 7:00:00 PM
Location: Zach's
Cost: 20 Terrier Bucks or $20
Details: Students/Faculty/Parents: Continuing TODAY from 7 to 8 p.m. we will be selling "The Cup" for
$20 or 20 Terrier Bucks in Zach's. The Cup allows: Free Drinks anytime at Zach's, Phase V, Burwell,
Basketball & Baseball games & 50% Discount Drinks at Football games. It increases sustainability by
cutting paper and plastic cup waste. So, Save Money and Help the Environment at the same time. It's
affordable, it's sustainable and it's beautiful. (Designed by Mills Brown 15'.) If you intend on using
Terrier Bucks please have your W# with you. If you can't come at the time today, stay tuned to the daily





College Town Service Initiative
Date/Time: 4/14/2012 8:30:00 AM
Location: Andrew's Field House
Cost: Free
Details: On Saturday, April 14, hundreds of college students from across Spartanburg will come
together for a day of service. Don't miss this opportunity to join them as they strive to make
Spartanburg a better community! Registration is required and spots (and t-shirts and food) are limited





Scholarship Opportunity for Rising Juniors
Details: ATTENTION BUSINESS, FINANCE & ECONOMICS MAJORS: The Mortgage Bankers
Association of the Carolinas, Inc. will be awarding scholarships valued at $4000 to rising juniors for
2012-2013. The prestigious Pope Scholarship is designed for students whose studies are directed
towards the mortgage banking or mortgage financing field (i.e. real estate, banking, and economics).
Applicants must be residents of either North Carolina or South Carolina and be a rising junior in a four
year accredited college or university in either NC or SC. Qualified applicants must have a verified GPA
of 3.0 or higher. Applications must be received by MBAC office by April 13. Additional information and
applications may be obtained by calling MBAC at 704-557-0204 or by email rbm@mbac.org.
Applications may also be obtained by emailing the Wofford Financial Aid Office at




Health Services Closed the Week of Spring Break
Details: Health Services will be closed during the week of Spring Break. Please come in this week for




Summer Internship Opportunities at ShowCase Marketing
Details: ShowCase Marketing is a full service marketing and communication firm located in Greenville,
SC. ShowCase is currently looking for exceptional students who are interested in acquiring an unpaid
summer internship. One of the most significant elements of their company’s success is their
outstanding intern team, which is made of students who have the drive to learn, lead, and contribute to
real client projects. Because of opportunities with their business magazine, Business Black Box as well
as their company growth to regional and national clients, ShowCase is currently looking for interns for
this summer. Interns are given the opportunity to work directly on client projects, including creative
design and copy work, and are challenged by real responsibilities as well as developing accountability
for their work. We are looking for interns with strong verbal and written communication skills. Our
interns will works with our client management teams, obtain research for prospective clients, attend
client meetings, and work with creative and strategy teams on projects relating to marketing,
advertising, public relations, publishing, business development and social media. Intern schedules are
flexible. However, we do request that interns commit to a minimum of 8 to 12 hours a week. Interviews
will be held throughout the month of April. Interested students should email their resumes to Molly





Part-Time Job: VCOM Library
Details: Any student interested in part-time rotating weekend work at the medical library at VCOM
should contact Bill Nichols at wnichols@carolinas.vcom.edu. Hours would be Saturdays from 10 a.m. –




OG&B Issue 11 now Available
Details: Read about Dr. Curtis' experiences in hospitality, the high cost of summer school and much





Bookstore Spring Break Hours
Details: The bookstore is open spring break but will not be open Saturday, March 31 or Saturday, April
7. Normal hours will resume after April 7. Those hours are Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.




Beach Volleyball League Signups Now
Details: Signups are now being accepted for Beach Volleyball. There will be a league for men, and a
league for women. Games will be 4 vs. 4, but you can have more than 4 on your roster. Games will be






Library Schedule for spring break
Details: During spring break the Library will observe the following schedule of hours: Friday, March 30:
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday-Sunday, March, 31 - April 1: CLOSED Monday - Thursday, April 2 - 5: 8:30





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 30, 2012
Date: March 30, 2012 at 8:30 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, March 30, 2012
Today's Events
FIFA Friday
No Fitness Classes Today
Upcoming Events
Hillel's Passover Seder
College Town Service Initiative
The DeBusk College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Osteopathic Medicine Awareness Conference
and Open House Event
Announcements
Library Schedule for Spring Break
2nd Annual Juried Student Art Exhibition
Softball Signup Deadline Today
Beach Volleyball Signups
Campus Mass Schedule in April
Twenty Spots Left for WAC's Six Flags Trip
Wofford Cheer and Dance Team Tryouts April 14-15
Kayak the Tyger




Date/Time: 3/30/2012 1:00:00 PM
Location: Library Sandbox
Cost: Free




No Fitness Classes Today
Date/Time: 3/30/2012 5:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 4/10/2012 6:30:00 PM
Location: Phase V Room 113
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy Jewish desserts, learn about the history of the Passover holiday, and partake in a





College Town Service Initiative
Date/Time: 4/14/2012 8:30:00 AM
Location: Andrew's Field House
Cost: Free
Details: On Saturday, April 14, hundreds of college students from across Spartanburg will come
together for a day of service. Don't miss this opportunity to join them as they strive to make
Spartanburg a better community! Registration is required and spots (and t-shirts and food) are limited




The DeBusk College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Osteopathic Medicine Awareness Conference
and Open House Event
Date/Time: 4/14/2012 9:30:00 AM
Location: Lincoln Memorial University in Harrogate, Tennessee
Cost: Registration Required
Details: Learn about osteopathic medicine, witness OMM demonstrations, and see their state-of-the-
art facilities. To register for the event, RSVP at www.lmunet.edu/dcom/omac. Upon registering, you will





Library Schedule for Spring Break
Details: During spring break the Library will observe the following schedule of hours: Friday, March 30:
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday-Sunday, March, 31 - April 1: CLOSED. Monday - Thursday, April 2 - 5: 8:30





2nd Annual Juried Student Art Exhibition
Details: Students are encouraged to gather and prepare the works they wish to submit to the And
Annual Juried Student Art Exhibition. Submitted works should be delivered to Daniel Building, Room
107, on Thursday April 12, between 2 and 7 p.m. All submitted works must have been produced after
September 2010 or after the student's enrollment at Wofford. Works in any medium are welcome. The





Softball Signup Deadline Today





Details: Email Coach Traylor to enter a team in a Beach Volleyball League. There is a league for men,
and one for women. Games will be 4 vs. 4, but roster size can include more. Games will be played at




Campus Mass Schedule in April
Details: Because of spring holidays, there will be no Catholic mass in Mickel Chapel on April 1 or April
8. Both local Catholic parishes are offering a full schedule of services for Holy Week. St. Paul the
Apostle parish (downtown on Dean Street) may be reached at 864-582-0674. Jesus Our Risen Savior
parish (Westside) may be reached at 864-576-1164. Students who may need transportation may





Twenty Spots Left for WAC's Six Flags Trip
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to Six Flags over Georgia on April 14 for the first lucky 55 who sign
Details: WAC is sponsoring a trip to Six Flags over Georgia on April 14 for the first lucky 55 who sign
up and pay. The cost is $15, which covers both the ticket into and transportation to the park. The sign-
up list is located at Beth Clardy's desk in the Student Affairs Office, which is in the upper level of the




Wofford Cheer and Dance Team Tryouts April 14-15
Details: The Wofford College Cheerleading Team will host tryouts for next season beginning with an
optional skills clinic on Friday, April 13. The mandatory tryouts begin Saturday, April 14 (Noon – 6 p.m.)
and conclude Sunday, April 15 at 1 p.m. For more details, contact Nicole Bush at
BushEN@wofford.edu. The Wofford Dance Team will conduct tryouts on Saturday, April 14 from Noon
to 4 p.m. and conclude Sunday, April 15 at 1 p.m. For more details, contact Denise Willard at





Kayak the Tyger 
Details: Interested in learning to kayak or already know and want to get out on the water? Glendale
Outdoor Leadership School can help! Come out on Sunday, April 15, to kayak the Tyger River outside
Spartanburg from 8 a.m. – 4 p.m. Gear, boats and paddles will be only $10! Space is limited to first





Winner of the "Hunger Games" Assassination Game
Details: Congratulations to Cyrus Corbett for winning the "Hunger Games" Assassination Game. He





Found: A book bag was found last week in Main 226. To claim please see Abbey Bedenbaugh in the




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
